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SHAKESPEARE’S CURSE

SYNOPSIS

Our play begins in London in the mid 1890's.  We find 
ourselves in the drawing room of Lord Codpiece, at one time 
Britain's greatest Shakespearian actor, as he prepares to 
shed his mortal coil.  Lord Codpiece must complete his 
collection of skulls - those of Britain's most famous 
dramatists.  On pain of disinheritance he orders his foppish 
son, Yorick, and his slutty daughter, Rosalind, to bring him 
the head of William Shakespeare.

On their way to Stratford they are overheard discussing the 
caper by a pair of Cockney thieves, Bruta and Bella Figura, 
who decide to grab the "treasure" once Yorick and Rosalind 
have it in hand.  But, Detective Goodstuff, noble Scotland 
Yard detective, is on the train too, hot on Bruta and Bella's 
trail.  On board, he encounters Rosalind with whom he falls 
instantly in love.  Little does he know of the dastardly plan 
that she and Yorick have in mind.

Once in Stratford Upon Avon, in the sanctuary of the Holy 
Trinity Church, just after midnight, Yorick and Rosalind set 
about their work, while Bruta and Bella watch from the 
shadows.  But what is this - above the tomb is a plaque with 
Shakespeare's curse upon any who disturb the dust of his 
crypt or move his bones.  But, there is the question of the 
inheritance, and so they remain undeterred.  Alas, they 
cannot lift the stone on Shakespeare's grave.  It is then, 
Bruta and Bella emerge from their hiding place and offer 
their help.  The foursome make such a loud racket that 
Goodstuff is alerted.  Oh!  The mayhem!   Bruta and Bella are 
captured, but Yorick and Rosalind avoid immediate arrest but 
they will not have long before Detective Goodstuff, still in 
love with Rosalind, is in hot pursuit.

The siblings run off to the United States, Shakespeare's 
skull in hand, where things do not go well.  They are, 
indeed, cursed.  Or are they?  Three years later they run 
into Bruta and Bella who they learn had also fled to the US, 
where their crafty Cockney wit enabled them to become 
extremely rich.  Wanting to give back to his new homeland, 
Bruta and Bella found a commercial chain of Shakespearian 
Theatres and hire Rosalind and Yorick, as well as Dr. 
Jongleur, a randy surgeon with a talent for juggling, and his 
nurse wife, Vilya Domeova, ex-Bolshoi, to form a theatrical 
company who will bring Shakespeare - and therefore culture - 
to the country.

Ah, but, what will come of this hopeful troupe of actors?  
Stay tuned, for as they set about “doing Shakespeare” they 
discover - and are forced to succumb - to the ultimate power 
of the Bard.



WORDS AND PHRASES COINED BY SHAKESPEARE - EMBEDDED IN THE 
PLAY

academe, accommodation, accused, addiction, advertising, 
amazement, apostrophe, arouse, assassination, auspicious, 
backing, bandit, barefaced, baseless, beached, bedroom, 
besmirch, bet, birthplace, blanket, bloody, blushing, bump, 
buzzer, caked, cater, champion, circumstantial, clangor, cold-
blooded, compromise, courtship, critic, critical, 
dexterously, discontent, dishearten, equivocal, elbow, 
excitement, exposure, eyeball, fashionable, frugal, generous, 
gloomy, gnarled, gossip, green-eyed, grovel, gust, hint, 
hobnob, hurried, hurry, impede, inauspicious, 
indistinguishable, invulnerable, jaded, label, lackluster, 
laughable, lonely, lower, luggage, lustrous, madcap, 
majestic, marketable, metamorphize, mimic, misplaced, 
monumental, moonbeam, multitudinous, negotiate, noiseless, 
obscene, obsequiously, ode, Olympian,  palmy, pedant, 
perusal, pious, premeditated, rant, road, sanctimonious, 
savagery, seamy, secure, skim milk, sportive, submerge, 
suspicious, swagger, torture, tranquil, vaulting, worthless, 
zany

The game is afoot" - (Henry V)
"All our yesterdays"- (Macbeth)
"Bated breath" - (The Merchant of Venice)
"Be-all and the end-all" - (Scottisplay)
"Conscience does make cowards of us all" - (Hamlet)
"Faint hearted" - (Henry VI Part I)
"Foregone conclusion" - (Othello)
"Give the devil his due" - (Henry IV Part I)
"Jealousy is the green-eyed monster" - (Othello)
"More sinned against than sinning" - (King Lear)
"Wild-goose chase" - (Romeo and Juliet)
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THE PLAYWRIGHT

PLAYWRIGHT BIO:

Vian Andrews is a American residing in the west coast city of 
Vancouver.  Since graduating from University, where he 
studied drama, in 1973.  Later, Mr. Andrews took a law degree 
at the University of British Columbia and after graduation 
pursued a career in law and business.  He left business in 
2011 and is now writing full time.

Plays: 

The Dream of Richard, King
The Penis Dialogues
WopSong: Tune & Echo
Shot!  A murder mystery
MUNDUS”
Shakespeare’s Curse

 
Novels:

The Land of Is
The Summit of Us
The Shunk

Screenplays: 

The Treasures of Percy Lancelot 
Shot! A murder mystery
Rock of Ages
Tranquility
I, Dragon (TV Series)
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SHAKESPEARE’S CURSE

Characters

Lord Codpiece -       also Detective Goodstuff and Dr.
                      Jongleur)

Yorick -              Lord Codpiece’s son, an actor

Rosalind -            Lord Codpiece’s daughter, a
                      singer/dancer (also Bella’s Maid)

Calpernia -           Lord Codpiece’s (also Mrs. Scottisplay,
                      Vilya Domeova)

Bruta Figura -        Cockney thief, entrepreneur

Bella Figura -        Bruta’s wife and partner in crime

Detective Goodstuff - Scotland Yard detective (also Lord
                      Codpiece and Dr. Jongleur)

Dr. Jongleur -        surgeon who likes to juggle

Vilya Domeova -       nurse, Dr. Jongleur’s wife, ballerina
                      (also Calpernia)

Mrs. Scottisplay -    society woman (also Calpernia)

Bella’s Maid -        maid to Bella Figura (also Rosalind)
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FADE IN:

SCENE 1

INT.- LONDON - LORD CODPIECES’S RECEPTION ROOM - MORNING

Lord Codpiece’s coquettish young daughter, ROSALIND, about 
30, stands in front of the mantle piece looking up at a 
portrait of her mother.  A row of five bone-white skulls sit 
on the mantle.

ROSALIND
Oh lord, mother, did he always keep 
you waiting like this?  You’re not 
waiting for the ogre to die are 
you, lolling about in god’s waiting 
room for his grand entrance?  What 
an utter bore.  One simply wishes 
to be doing something else, really.

Rosalind’s large, clumsy brother, YORICK, enters loudly, as 
he stumbles on the edge of a carpet, still a little drunk 
from the night before.

YORICK
Damn carpet.  It would be pretty 
sad wouldn’t it? To be done in by a 
bit of lethal textile, faux Persian 
at that.

(beat)
Not surprised to find you here  
already.  Father’s will to be 
discussed and all.  A touch on the 
morbid side, but let’s face it, 
he’ll make a final bow in the not 
too distant future.  Lights down as 
the curtain falls.  Exuente all.  
Best we prepare ourselves for that 
fateful day. The headline will be 
thus: Roland Codpiece, “world-
famous but exceedingly parsimonious 
Shakespearian actor bites the lime-
lit dust”.

ROSALIND
I read your notices, Yorick.  That 
must have hurt.
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YORICK
A mere flesh wound.  The critics 
apparently did not quite grasp what 
the play was about.

ROSALIND
The play?  No one took exception to 
the play.  One even said it was 
zany.  Right up your alley, I 
should think, Yorick.

YORICK
And of course, one gets thrown off 
one’s stride when one’s colleagues 
do everything they can to upstage 
one.  Live theater is known for its 
savagery, zany or otherwise.

ROSALIND
Upstage you, brother?  I think the 
allegation was that you required 
more than a little support from 
your leading lady through the final 
scenes.

YORICK
She took it upon herself to feed me 
lines that I had, of course, 
committed to memory, but was 
delivering with a hesitant style 
perfectly appropriate to the part.  
I was more sinned against than 
sinning.

ROSALIND
It was an artistic choice, then?

YORICK
Quite so.

ROSALIND
One writer seemed to think the slap 
she landed on your cheek was meant 
to stir you from a trance into 
which you had somehow fallen at a 
critical moment.

YORICK
Unwanted improvisation on her part.  
My trance, as you call it, was 
actually artistic derring-do of a 
highly premeditated variety.  

(MORE)
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Upon reading the hoary old script - 
it wouldn’t have been my choice to 
stage, but one can’t be too choosy 
can one - I detected, after long 
study a certain ethereal quality in 
the role that had escaped the jaded 
attention of other actors who’d 
taken it on. 

ROSALIND
Ethereal?  You were playing an 
executioner required to drop a 
guillotine on the poor Queen’s 
neck.

YORICK
There you are, you see.  Questions 
of fate.  Contemplation of the 
after life.  What is it to be 
alive?  Is there a God?  I think I 
rather caught the moment.  

Enter ancient, thunderous LORD CODPIECE in a wheelchair 
pushed by his flinty, ancient housekeeper, CALPERNIA.

LORD CODPIECE
Is there a God?  What kind of 
impious question is that?

ROSALIND
Speak of the devil...

LORD CODPIECE
What would your mother say, boy?

ROSALIND
Father.

She kisses his forehead. Calpernia pulls a hanky from her 
bosom and wipes Rosalind’s spittle from his brow as Yorick 
does a deep and sweeping bow.

YORICK
Good sir.

Yorick comes closer to take a better look at his father.  
Calpernia suppresses a desire to cut-off his progress.

YORICK (CONT’D)
You are looking well, father.

YORICK (CONT'D)
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ROSALIND
Rather.  Pretty soon you’ll be on 
your feet again.  No doubt about 
it.

LORD CODPIECE
(to Rosalind, crossly)

What’s this I hear about your 
recent minstrelling?

ROSALIND
That my arias are divine and my 
dances are both light and fantastic 
I should think.

LORD CODPIECE
Baring your thigh-high garters in a 
music hall?  In an East End music 
hall?  Have you gone completely 
insane?

CALPERNIA
She’ll spurn a waltz with a 
gentleman to do the polka polka 
with the hobbledehoys with whom she 
now hobnobs.

ROSALIND
Please do mind your station, 
Calpernia. 

(beat)
Vaudeville is the new theater, 
father.

CALPERNIA
Where one schtups to conquer.

YORICK
Our sainted mother ascended out of 
the shadow and clangor of Bow 
Bells.

CALPERNIA
Thanks to your father.

LORD CODPIECE
Enough!

YORICK
Thanks to a good pair of legs and a 
saucy tongue cultivated at The 
Paragon.
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LORD CODPIECE
She became a Lady.

CALPERNIA
Acted the part, anyway.  Why don’t 
you try that, Rosalind, instead of 
picking-up the loose threads of her 
chorus skirt.

LORD CODPIECE
Shut it woman!  Let’s get down to 
business.

Rosalind tosses CALPERNIA a sulphurous look, but then rounds 
on her father.

ROSALIND
You sent for us father.  First time 
in a very long time, I say 
parenthetically.

YORICK
Do tell, father.  Are you not as 
well as you look?

CALPERNIA
He’s fine.

Lord Codpiece snorts then rolls himself to the mantle and 
slowly pulls himself up before the row of skulls and steadies 
himself.

LORD CODPIECE
Who’s missing?

YORICK
These are the greats, father, so I 
guess for the time being, you are.  
Are you trying to tell us you’re 
about to...

LORD CODPIECE
Eyes of Marlowe - could see into 
the heart of man.  The jaw of 
Dekker who could bite hard on the 
big issues of life.  John Fletcher 
and Francis Beaumont whose ears 
were attuned to the voice of the 
people.  The mouth of Ben  Johnson, 
so full of wit.  This one...er...

ROSALIND
John Webster, father.
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LORD CODPIECE
Ah, you do remember.  Good girl.

CALPERNIA
You can lead a whore to culture and 
make her think.

YORICK
(with a flourish, quoting 
Webster’s Duchess of 
Malfi)

Whether we fall by ambition, blood, 
or lust, like diamonds we are cut 
with our own dust.

LORD CODPIECE
So, who’s missing?  Because my 
collection is not complete is it?  
It is a collection of second raters 
isn’t it?  C’mon you two.

ROSALIND
The Bard himself.

YORICK
Quite so.  Yes, yes.  Of course.  
Shakespeare.

LORD CODPIECE
(gesturing at the skulls)

None of these gentlemen, not a one, 
had Shakespeare’s monumental brain.  
It was him who introduced us 
benighted thespians to a brave new 
world.

ROSALIND
But, quite an impressive 
collection, nonetheless, father.

LORD CODPIECE
(furiously)

I mean to have it.  Before I die, I 
mean to have it. 

YORICK
Have what, father?

CALPERNIA
Come, sir.  Sit.
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LORD CODPIECE
I will not sit.

(to Yorick)
Come here, boy.

Yorick approaches nervously.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
You are to get it for me.  You and 
your sister.  Shakespeare’s 
noiseless skull.

YORICK
What?

ROSALIND
How?

LORD CODPIECE
Otherwise, I will remember neither 
of you in my will, and all of your 
long-suffering patience will have 
been for nought.  

YORICK
Oh, there’s the rub.

LORD CODPIECE
I mean to have Shakespeare’s brain-
house sitting here, where, in my 
last days, I can contemplate the 
mind of the man who gave me an 
opportunity to entertain the world, 
not in the gloomy halls of academe, 
but upon the living stage.

ROSALIND
But, I think that is a near 
impossibility, father.  How can 
we...?

(feigning deep hurt)
You would cut us off for this?

LORD CODPIECE
What you will do, dear Rosalind, 
has all been scripted for you.  You 
will just play your parts.

YORICK
What do you mean?
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LORD CODPIECE
I mean you will finally rise to the 
occasion and become deserving of my 
beneficence, boy...

CALPERNIA
(smiling)

Or not.

ROSALIND
What must we do, father?  I mean 
where do we start?

Lord Codpiece turns toward his daughter and stands shakily on 
his legs.

LORD CODPIECE
You go to church, dear girl.  The 
Church of the Holy Trinity in 
Stratford-Upon-Avon.  You come out 
of the hellholes where you work 
your dark trade in front of 
drooling mankind, where you flash 
your spindly ankles to arouse the 
basest instincts, where you cast 
your winks upon all those who will, 
should you continue your wanton 
ways, swallow your oyster whole and 
leave you but the shell of a woman.  
You will do your father’s bidding 
for once.  Or else.

As Lord Codpiece’s face turns apoplectic red, Calpernia 
rushes to him to prevent him from falling. 

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
And you, my so far worthless son, 
you will be on the wagon from now 
until you deliver the goods.

Calpernia helps him into his wheelchair.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
Calpernia has it all worked-out.  
Do exactly as she says.  

(commanding)
Get me Shakespeare’s skull!

CALPERNIA helps him sit again and then begins to push him off 
stage.  Lord Codpiece swings round on his chair and casts a 
thunderous look at his children.
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LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
If you fail, do not darken my 
doorway again.  Either of you.

CALPERNIA swings him around the other way and pushes him off.

YORICK
Well, I suppose we must at least 
consider the plan.

ROSALIND
That bitch!  She finally sees her 
chance to stand in the place of our 
mother.

YORICK
Surely, that happened long ago, 
sister?

ROSALIND
She means to be his sole heir, you 
ninny.

YORICK
What?  No...

ROSALIND
Trust me, Yorick.  It was Calpernia 
who persuaded father to send us, 
like dogs, for a bone long buried.  
Literally. 

YORICK
I once played a thief that had the 
most diabolical plot.  It was 
marvellous in its confusions.  This 
seems simple enough by comparison - 
travel to Stratford-Upon-Avon, pry 
loose the ancient tombstone - I’m 
sure it will be well marked - grab 
the skull and make it back here.  
Why should we not rise to the 
occasion?

ROSALIND
We can be sure  the risks of 
failure in her plan are 
multitudinous.  Her skullduggery 
knows no bounds.  She means to be 
his bride before he dies.  

CALPERNIA enters carrying papers.
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CALPERNIA
For these past two decades, I have 
attended to all his needs, gnarled 
old hag that I am, Yorick!  He does 
love me, in his way.

Yorick begins to protest.

YORICK
I may have commented once or twice 
that you have a certain plainness.  
But, gnarled old hag...?  And you 
are a bit, you know, being honest, 
temperamental.  Wouldn’t you agree, 
Rosalind?  A bit sanctimonious?  
Being honest, you are a little on 
the humorless side, too.  Untamed 
shrew, of a sort.  So, we may have 
poked a little fun.

ROSALIND
Yes, perhaps a little.

CALPERNIA
Save it.  All you have to do now is 
bring Shakespeare’s skull to your 
father so he can put it in its 
rightful place there. 

ROSALIND
I would have thought it’s rightful 
place is at the top of Mr. 
Shakespeare’s skeleton... But, you 
know...

CALPERNIA
His need of it nought and nonce.  

Calpernia hands Yorick some of the papers and Rosalind the 
remainder.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
(to Rosalind)

Train tickets to Stratford-Upon-
Avon, the Bard’s birthplace and 
final resting place.

(to Yorick)
Reservations at the Grand Hotel.  A 
nice room.  Nothing too 
ostentatious.
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YORICK
These are in the name of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bolingbrooke.  I don’t 
understand.

Calpernia digs a ring out of her pocket and shows it to 
Rosalind.

CALPERNIA
Your mother’s wedding ring.  Oh, 
don’t worry.  It has no real value.  
Your father bought it in a pawn 
shop when he was a struggling young 
actor.  It was the only prop he had 
when he played the will-you-marry 
me-scene of their courtship.  

(beat)
Of course, she thought it was a 
diamond until the day she died.  
It’s paste.  It is as lackluster as 
she was herself, rest her soul.

Calpernia pushes the ring onto Rosalind’s ring finger.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
With this ring, I thee wed. 

(beat)
You shall travel as a married 
couple.  It will save money, that’s 
the first thing.  But, you will 
draw less attention if you play the 
casual indifference of long-wed 
people.

ROSALIND
You are evil....

CALPERNIA
You leave tomorrow morning, 8 AM 
sharp from Victoria.  Let nothing 
impede your way.

Calpernia exits, chortling.

YORICK
(excited)

The game’s afoot if this feat’s a 
game.

ROSALIND
Then let’s be sportive in our 
mother’s name.

Exit both, Yorick laughing, boomingly.
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SCENE 2

EXT.-LONDON - BELGRAVIA STREET - DAYBREAK

Cockney criminals, Bruta and Bella Figura, make their way 
furtively through the back alleys of Belgravia.  Bruta 
carries a heavy canvass sack over his shoulder.  They stop at 
the entrance to a street where Bruta lets the bag drop from 
his carrying shoulder, instinctively rubbing it to ease its 
pain. In the distance, the sound of Big Ben.

BELLA
Did you hear that Bruta?

BRUTA
Ssh now, my love...

BELLA
(whispering loudly)

The bells, the bells.  I counted 
six.

BRUTA
Still early.  The maids will be 
fetching coal for the lords and 
ladies of Belgravia.

BELLA
We best be gettin’ back to Miles 
End then before the bloody cock 
crows in the day.

Bella steps out into the street and takes a look up and down 
as Bruta hoists the bag to his shoulder.  Satisfied that no 
one is in the street, Bella crooks a finger at Bruta and 
beckons him forth.  Just then Detective Goodstuff of the 
Scotland Yard appears at a distance in the direction they are 
walking. He sees them and stops in his tracks.  Then, they 
see him and they stop.

BELLA (CONT’D)
It’s that Detective Goodstuff 
himself, again!

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(yelling)

Put up your hands, put down your 
gain!

Bruta and Bella turn on their heels and hightail it into the 
alley they had come from.  
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Goodstuff blows a whistle and gives chase.  He too disappears 
into the alley, blowing his whistle.

SCENE 3

INT.- RAIL CAR

Inside a train car bound for Stratford-Upon-Avon. A train 
whistle picks up the police whistle and rises to a higher, 
louder pitch.  

Yorick and Rosalind are seated beside one another with Yorick 
on the aisle hardly seen behind the open pages of the Times.  
Their suitcases sit on the floor in front of them.

Slouched down immediately behind them on a bank of seats 
facing the other way, Bruta pretends to sleep with his hat 
pulled down over his eyes.

ROSALIND
Truly, I don’t see how we can pull 
this off Yorick.  Surely the vault 
is invulnerable.

YORICK
Please, Rozzy, do call me Mr. 
Bolingbrooke for the duration.

ROSALIND
Not yet, surely.

YORICK
It is always advisable to get in 
character and stay there, Mrs. B.

ROSALIND
Mrs. B?  Really?  That abbreviation 
consists of a painful familiarity.  
If we are going to act married, 
could we not at least act as though 
we are newlyweds?

YORICK
We are about to pull off the 
biggest heist since George Leslie 
robbed the Manhattan Bank...

Bruta sits up a little straighter and cocks his ear so he can 
hear better.
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YORICK (CONT’D)
Over-exposure due to public 
displays of love animated by 
passion would be seamy and therefor 
arouse suspicious disbelief in our 
moral rectitude.

ROSALIND
How much do you think it’s worth?  
On the open market I mean.  If it 
were marketable.

YORICK
Quiet now.  Loose lips and all 
that...

ROSALIND
But, how much do you think?

YORICK
I don’t think anyone could put a 
price on it. In the hands of you-
know-who its value is beyond 
calculation.

Behind Yorick and Rosalind, and in front of Bruta, Bella 
enters from the end of the car, straightening her skirts and 
fluffing her hair.

BELLA
(loudly)

Oh, my god yes!  Oh, the train 
works a miracle don’t it?  All that 
rocking and rolling.  Cuddle and 
kiss and Richard the Third.  Makes 
a girl’s day, it do. 

Bruta sits up and gestures madly to Bruta to shut up and sit 
down.  He indicates he is trying to listen in on Yorick and 
Rosalind’s conversation.  She sits and cocks her ear, too.

Yorick overhears Bella and is disgusted.

YORICK
Leave it to Calpernia to book us 
second class to save a few nickels.  
I can hardly wait to see the hotel 
accommodation she’s reserved for 
us.  We’re to be kenneled like 
dogs.
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ROSALIND
We’re booked at The Grand, Mr. 
Bolingbrooke, where you’ll be 
curling up on the floor.

Yorick feels the train slowing.  Train wheels screech to a 
halt.  Yorick and Rosalind, Bruta and Bella all rise from 
their seats.  Detective Goodstuff enters the front of the car 
and peers in.

ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
(loudly)

Stratford-Upon-Avon.  Birth and 
death place of the world’s greatest 
poet in case you didn’t know.

Yorick picks up the suitcases and they both step into the 
aisle.  Not knowing that Goodstuff has entered at the front o 
of the car.  Bruta and Bella also stand and enter the aisle 
behind them.  They group starts toward the front.

Bella sees Goodstuff for the first time.

BELLA
God save us now!  It’s Detective 
Goodstuff!

Goodstuff now sees Bruta and Bella and rushes toward them but 
runs smack into Rosalind and Yorick loaded down with 
suitcases, both blocking the aisle.

BRUTA
He’s onto us! C’mon.

Bruta turns Bella around and rushes her down to the other end 
of the car, while Goodstuff tries desperately to get around 
Yorick and Rosalind.  Rosalind is enjoying the entanglement 
and ties him up even more. 

GOODSTUFF
Madam please!  I’m a policeman. 
Scotland Yard.  You must let me by.

She relents but Goodstuff now can’t get by Yorick and the 
suitcases.  Bruta and Bella have now disappeared through the 
door at the far end of the car.

GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
Sir, let me pass!  The fugitives 
are getting away!

Goodstuff finally manages to get around Yorick and takes-off 
running after the Figuras.
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ROSALIND
My god, Yorick!  Scotland Yard.  
Here in Stratford.

YORICK
He’s not after a respectable couple 
like us, Mrs. B.  Onward!  We have 
made ourselves indistinguishable in 
the oblivion of marriage.

ROSALIND
His presence is awfully 
inauspicious, 
The time for theft not now 
propitious.

They exit the train.

SCENE 4

EXT.- Hyde Park near Speaker’s Corner - late morning.

Exhausted, Calpernia pushes Lord Codpiece, bundled against 
the chill of the morning, through Hyde Park.  She’s 
struggling as though they are moving uphill.  They are close 
to front and center of the stage.  He is muttering to 
himself, demented.  

LORD CODPIECE
(demanding)

Time?  Time.  I wasted time, now 
time doth waste me.  

(beat)
Time!?

CALPERNIA
They will have arrived at 
Stratford.

(beat)
It’s coming on Noon.

LORD CODPIECE
Place!

CALPERNIA
Hyde Park, Speakers’ Corner.

LORD CODPIECE
There's place and means for every 
man alive.  Speakers’ Corner?  Yes.   
Place and means. Place and means.  
Stop!
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She stops, and stands breathlessly holding the back of the 
chair while catching her breath.  He pulls her by the sleeve 
then drags her around to pull her face down to himself.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
Shall I say I am your husband?

CALPERNIA
In almost every way.

Lord Codpiece violently grabs her wrist.

LORD CODPIECE
Then I would paint our rosy picture 
for the multitude.

He drops her wrist then wheels his chair so he faces the 
audience.  Believing Lord Codpiece is declaring his love for 
her and then an intention to marry, through the speech, she 
becomes more and more delighted.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
(from As You Like It)

No sooner met but they looked;
No sooner looked but they loved;
No sooner loved but they sighed;
No sooner sighed but they asked one 
another the reason....

Lord Codpiece trails off and looks around like he’s lost.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
No sooner knew the reason but they 
sought the remedy;
And in these degrees have they made 
a pair of stairs to marriage...

He turns and twists in his chair uncomfortably.

Oh dear, I think I may have shit my 
pants.

CALPERNIA
(dejected, resigned)

And your failing mind has soiled 
our romance.

One end of you craps, the other 
raves and rants.

Calpernia takes control of the wheelchair and wheels him off.
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SCENE 5

EXT.-STRATFORD ON AVON - HIGH STREET - EARLY AFTERNOON

Rosalind strolls High Street alone.  Momentarily, she stops 
and stares at the spire of the Holy Trinity Church in the 
distance.  Her parasol is furled and she is holding it by the 
middle at her side, handle forward, point behind.

Detective Goodstuff, wearing a bowler, appears looking for 
the Figura’s, walks backward toward slightly bent over.  He 
backs into the point of Rosalind’s parasol, which pierces his 
hindquarters and makes him jump.

GOODSTUFF
Oh, I say!

He startles Rosalind.  They both spin to face one another.  
Magic occurs.  They are both very taken with the other.

GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
I am so very sorry, dear lady. 

He doffs his bowler and bows a little.

GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
It was my fault, of course.  I 
wasn’t going where I was going. 

ROSALIND
(affecting an upper class 
tone)

I accept your apology and your 
explanation.  Aw. Wait.

(beat)
You’re the Scotland Yard man.

GOODSTUFF
Detective Goodstuff at your 
service, Mrs...

ROSALIND
We’ve met, Detective Goodstuff.  
Don’t you remember?  You tried to 
move your very strong body around 
mine.  Yours was a bump I shall not 
forget.

GOODSTUFF
(now recognizing her)

Ah!  Yes.  The 350 from London.  
Please forgive me.  I was much too 
pushy.  

(MORE)
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But, I had a pair of fugitives 
nearly in my grasp, you see...

ROSALIND
Are they dangerous?

GOODSTUFF
Thieves on the run. They are the 
notorious burglars Bruta Figura and 
his formidably stupid wife, Bella.  
But they are only dangerous to the 
peace of mind of the very rich, 
whose castles and mansions they 
frequently pillage.  Still, they 
must be caught and put away.  Which 
is where I come in. 
(beat)
And where is your husband now, 
Mrs...?

Rosalind has become very enamoured of the detective.

ROSALIND
Husband?

GOODSTUFF
The man you are traveling with?

ROSALIND
Oh.  Oh, yes. Well, he’s...he’s at 
Church.

(pointing at Holy Trinity)
There.

GOODSTUFF
A religious man, then?

ROSALIND
He can mimic a good Christian.  He 
seeks to redeem his future in that 
place of worship.

GOODSTUFF
(perplexed)

Ah...but you? Not?

ROSALIND
I will assist him in every way I 
can, for my future seems suddenly 
secure as well.

(beat)

GOODSTUFF (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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I shouldn’t divulge a confidence 
like this, Detective, but as you 
are a policeman, I shall place my 
trust in you.

(sidling up to him and 
touching his arm)

When we return to London in a 
couple of days, he and I will no 
longer be married.  We await the 
decree absolute, if not from 
Parliament, from our father-god 
from whom we seek understanding and 
forgiveness.

GOODSTUFF
My goodness. You must be terribly 
distressed.

ROSALIND
Our marriage is a charade, 
Detective.  I will be happy to be 
free of it.  You have no idea.  I 
shall metamorphize back into the 
happy girl I once was.

GOODSTUFF
Perhaps we will chance to meet in 
London someday, then?  I too will 
share a confidence.  I am a widower 
for some years now.

Yorick appears walking with a decided limp, coming from the 
direction of the church.  His right leg is very stiff.  The 
sound of two bells emanates from the church’s bell tower.

YORICK
(extending his hand)

Harry Bolingbrooke.  But we’ve met 
more or less.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Goodstuff.  Scotland Yard.

ROSALIND
Apparently there are a couple of 
crooks on the loose, Mr. B.  He’s a 
very dogged man so he’s bound to 
catch at least one.

YORICK
I take her at her word, Sir.  She 
knows a dogged dick when she sees 
one.

(looking at Rosalind)

ROSALIND (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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Now sir, if you no longer have need 
of my wife, I should tell you that 
I just encountered a couple in the 
sanctuary of yonder church.  They 
looked very much like the fugitives 
who escaped your clutches 
yesterday.  They may still be 
there.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Good lord!

He makes haste to the church.  Yorick turns on his stiff leg 
and watches him depart.

ROSALIND
Were they really there, Yorick?

YORICK
I think they were.  I had the 
strangest sensation they were 
following me, but every time I 
turned my eye to look at them they 
appeared deep in prayer.

ROSALIND
Your leg?  A new twist?

YORICK
Ah!

He pulls a very long crowbar from the inside right side of 
his pants and wiggles it in Rosalind’s face.

YORICK (CONT’D)
Now, as long as those others were 
in the church I dared not go too 
close to Shakespeare’s tomb.  But, 
from the pew where I sat I kept one 
slitted eye focused piously on the 
crucifix above the altar while out 
of the other eye, I cased the 
premises.  I could see enough in 
the dim light to identify the 
enormous slab that sits upon the 
chest of the Immortal Bard.  So...

(withdrawing a large 
crowbar from his pants)

...I hurried to the dry goods store 
and acquired this.   But, I do  not 
think that one man can do the job 
alone.  You and I will have to make 
a beast with two backs.  To coin a 
phrase. 

YORICK (CONT'D)
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ROSALIND
Count on me,.  We must succeed,  
otherwise our messy lives will 
continue while Calpernia cleans up.

YORICK
Your a sport.  Plan A, B and C: 
we’ll attend midnight service and 
once the  vicar has departed, make 
our move.

Sound of church bells striking 3 PM.

YORICK (CONT’D)
Let’s catch a nap twixt now and 
then, to be full rested for the 
work. 

ROSALIND
Submerge yourself in sleep, dear 
brother.  I shall remain here on 
the surface.

Yorick tips his hat and exits carrying the crowbar under his 
coat.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
Church bells may toll for thee, and 
sleep bestow.
But, someone has a whistle I’d like 
to blow.

SCENE 6

Bruta and Bella step out of the shadows across the street, 
link arms like a respectable couple visiting Stratford on 
Avon as tourists. Bruta more or less pulls Bella along a 
little past Rosalind.

BRUTA
(loudly, feigning delight)

I  say!

Hearing Bruta’s shout, Rosalind turns toward Bruta and Bella.  
Bruta steps away from Bella and approaches Rosalind. 

BRUTA (CONT’D)
Do forgive me, ma’am.  But, my 
curiosity must be satisfied.
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ROSALIND
And what are you curious about, 
sir?

BRUTA
Your face, m’lady.

ROSALIND
My face.  What is wrong with it, 
sir?

BRUTA
It is familiar ma’am.

ROSALIND
Not overly I hope.

BRUTA
Surely, you are that famous 
actress... That well known beauty.

ROSALIND
Well... I confess, I have taken a 
step or two on the boards.

BELLA
And that famous actor we saw you 
with...

ROSALIND
He can play a part.  But, in fact, 
he is my husband - pro tem, at 
least.

BELLA
Well, what a coincidence.  We’re 
married too.  This here’s Mr. Bruta 
Figura and I am his wife, Bella.

BRUTA
We should know your name, your 
Ladyship, but...

ROSALIND
Bolingbrooke, as it happens.

She extends her hand to Bruta who kisses it.

BELLA
Now, imagine our good fortune.  
Here we are, theater lovers come to 
pay our respects to the Sweet Swan 
of Avon.  

(MORE)
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And you and your Mr. a couple of 
actors on a bit of a bussman’s 
holiday, I take it?

BRUTA
(bursting)

I have an idea.  Dinner.  Dinner on 
us.  You and your husband can 
impart the mysteries of your art 
and craft, whilst we do likewise. 
Truth to tell, we live a kind of 
carnival life, somewhat akin to the 
theater.

ROSALIND
Do tell.  

BELLA
Escape artists.  High wire derring- 
do without a net. That’s us.

ROSALIND
I hate to disappoint, Mr. and Mrs. 
Figura.  Nothing against you 
personally. While I do not wish to 
besmirch my husband, I think I can 
confide in you this much.  He is 
frightfully anti-social.  He 
despises people.

BRUTA
A drink after dinner, perhaps?

ROSALIND
You are very kind, even if unduly 
persistent.  After dinner my 
husband, who has a troubled soul, 
and I will rest awhile before going 
to mass at yonder church so we can 
attend to the grave matters that 
concern us.

BELLA
Pray he digs deep and finds what 
he’s looking for.

ROSALIND
We depart for London on the morrow, 
early. So, you see...

Rosalind puts up her parasol, and with a self-conscious music 
house sway to her hips, exits.

BELLA (CONT'D)
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BELLA
What you think the game plan is 
then, Bruta?

BRUTA
It’s plunder they’re after.  Grave 
goods.  That’s clear.  Someone’s 
been buried with their treasure and 
those two mean to liberate it. So, 
I say, let ‘em.  It’s an evil 
thing, grave robbing is Bella.  We 
want no part of it.

BELLA
So, we’ll leave them to it then?

BRUTA
Well, the first phase yes.  Second 
phase is relieving Mr. and Mrs. 
Bolingbrooke of their ill-gotten 
gains once in hand.  If it comes 
down to it, we can cop to the 
lesser offence.

BELLA
What about Detective Goodstuff?

BRUTA
Once the fait is accompli, we’ll 
put Detective Goodstuff on the 
trail of that odd couple, then make 
our escape to the New World, as I 
promised.  Road of gold.

BELLA
It’s why I love you, luvvie. 

BRUTA
We’ll make like bandits on a 
moonbeam, dear - 
Transport ourselves to where our 
path is clear.

Exit both, arm in arm.
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SCENE 7

INT.- LONDON - LORD CODPIECES'S RECEPTION ROOM

Lord Codpiece rolls himself around the room in his wheelchair 
reciting from King Lear, but coughing and sputtering his way 
through.  A lamp in the corner flickers and casts stormy 
shadows on the wall. The skulls are still on the mantle, but 
the portrait of Lord Codpiece’s wife is gone.

LORD CODPIECE
(overacting)

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! 
Rage, blow!
You cataracts and hurricanoes,
Till you have drenched our 
steeples, drowned the cocks!
You sulfurous and thought-executing 
fires,
Vaunt-couriers of oak-cleaving 
thunderbolts,
Singe my white head! And thou, all-
shaking thunder,
Smite flat the thick rotundity o' 
th' world,
Crack nature’s molds, all germens 
spill at once
That make ingrateful man!

Calpernia walks in carrying a tray for afternoon tea.

CALPERNIA
Good grief, what are you doing?

She puts down the tray and walks to the lamp, which she 
fixes.  Lord Codpiece pulls a newspaper out from under his 
bum and waves it at her.

LORD CODPIECE
Look here.  Look here.  The Savoy 
Theater is casting for King Lear. 
This is just the news I’ve been 
waiting for.  Reason to live!

CALPERNIA
You have reason to live.  Tomorrow, 
Yorick and Rosalind will return 
with Shakespeare’s skull.  Your 
collection will be complete.
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LORD CODPIECE
Those two nincompoops couldn’t 
steal two seconds of time for their 
old dad, let alone pull off the 
heist of the century. Yes.  Yes. 
Shakespeare’s skull is a nice to 
have.  But, my dream, my dream, has 
always been to play the one role 
that was always denied me.
I’ve been working on it all 
morning. 

(beat)
You sulfurous and thought-executing 
fires,
Vaunt-couriers of oak-cleaving 
thunderbolts,
Singe my white head!

Calpernia dusts the skulls.  Codpiece gets so lost in the 
part that he almost vaults out of his wheelchair, ashen and 
shaken, getting almost to his feet.  Calpernia rushes to him.

CALPERNIA
(aside)

Are you lucid, or are you raving?
(beat)

What mean you, Caesar? Think you to 
walk forth? 
You shall not stir out of your 
house to-day.

She settles him then brings him tea.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
There, there.

LORD CODPIECE
You have been very good to me.

No longer lucid, he strokes her cheek.

CALPERNIA
Like a wife.

LORD CODPIECE
Methinks, I have known you...
Biblically, if I remember 
correctly.

(beat)
Oh, look.  You are blushing.

CALPERNIA
I wish to be your wife, Sir.
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Lord Codpiece starts.  He becomes angry.

LORD CODPIECE
You can’t say that here... Not in 
front of her.

He realizes for the first time the portrait is not above the 
mantle.

LORD CODPIECE (CONT’D)
Agggggggggggggghhhhhhhh.  Where is 
my wife!?

CALPERNIA
Dead.  She was but a prop on the 
stage of your memory, Sir.  I am 
the real thing.

LORD CODPIECE
She bore me children!

CALPERNIA
And your children bore you, just as 
she did.

Calpernia kneels in front of him and straightens his 
slippers, then rises and straightens his lap rug.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
I’ll be in the kitchen.  Dinner 
will be ready soon.  Your favorite. 
Lamb chops.

Exit Calpernia.  Lord Codpiece rolls under the mantle and 
looks up at the skulls.

LORD CODPIECE
(angrily)

I will not sup with you tonight!
(quoting Twelfth Night)

I’ll sacrifice the lamb that I do 
love
To spite a raven’s heart within a 
dove.

Lord Codpiece realizes he’s hungry, rubs his tummy, then 
rolls his chair to the kitchen and exits.
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SCENE 8

INT./EXT. -STRATFORD - HOLY TRINITY CHURCH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
- SAME

The vicar blows the last of the alter candles sitting in a 
candelabra on the skirted altar table and exits. Once he’s 
gone, in the dim light, Yorick and Rosalind stick their heads 
up from behind a pew where they have been hiding until the 
coast is clear.

EXT.-STRATFORD - STREET - SAME

Outside the Holy Trinity Church, Detective Goodstuff, wearing 
a deerstalker hat strolls beneath a nearby street lamp and 
lights a pipe.

INT.-STRATFORD - HOLY TRINITY CHURCH - SANCTUARY - SAME

Yorick, carrying the crowbar, and Rosalind an empty sack, tip-
toe to the table.  While she looks around he hands her the 
crowbar, pulls out a match, strikes it and relights the 
candles.

ROSALIND
(too loudly)

Which one is Shakespeare’s?

Yorick shushes her.

YORICK
This way.

As Yorick leads Rosalind to Shakespeare’s tomb, something 
stirs from beneath the alter table.  The skirt of the altar 
table rises and Bruta and Bella stick their heads and watch  
Yorick and Rosalind who stop at the foot of Shakespeare’s 
tomb.

Yorick holds one hand out and uses the other to snap fingers 
at Rosalind.  She hands him the crowbar but Yorick drops the 
crowbar and the sound of metal falling on stone reverberates 
through the Church and throws Yorick and Rosalind into a 
panic.

BELLA
Lord Jesus, Joseph and Mary!
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Simultaneously, Bruta pulls the table skirt down in front of 
he and Bella while Yorick and Rosalind go silent and peer 
into the darkness near the altar to find the source of 
Bella’s words.

YORICK
(to Rosalind)

Was that you?

ROSALIND
It might have been.

Outside, Detective Goodstuff, starts at the sound and 
realizes the noise is coming from inside the Church.  He 
cocks his ears to listen for more noise.

Yorick picks up the crowbar and tip-toes around the tomb to 
find the right place to lever-off its capstone.  While he is 
doing that Bruta and Bella once again stick their heads out 
from under the altar table.  

Detective Goodstuff walks closer to the church still 
listening for noise.

Just as Yorick puts one end of the crowbar under the top 
stone:

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
Wait!

YORICK
What now?

ROSALIND
There’s a sign.  There.

YORICK
(loud whisper)

Shakespeare’s name, of course.  
Dates to mark his coming and going.  
It is but a label.

He begins trying to lever the stone.

ROSALIND
No wait.  There’s more than that... 
I’ll get another candle.

She walks rapidly toward the altar table forcing Bruta and 
Bella to cover themselves once again.

Rosalind returns to the tomb with a candle and leans over the 
headstone and reads the words inscribed there.  Bruta and 
Bella once again stick out there heads.
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ROSALIND (CONT’D)
(fearfully)

Leave it be, brother.

Bella turns to Bruta and mouths the word “brother” with a 
shocked look on her face.

YORICK
Whatever do you mean?  We are here.  
We have the tools to finish the 
job.

He strains at the crowbar trying to lift the top of the tomb, 
but does not succeed.

ROSALIND
Look!

Yorick takes the candle and gets closer to the inscription.

YORICK
Good friend for Jesus sake 
forbeare, 
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blessed be the man that spares 
these stones,
And cursed be he that moves my 
bones.
A curse!

Yorick and Rosalind move to the base of the tomb and stand, 
transfixed.  Yorick holds the crowbar like a pike staff at 
his side.

Bruta gestures to Bella to be quiet and with his finger 
gestures for her to follow him.  They crawl closer to 
Shakespeare’s tomb, then stand up behind Yorick and Rosalind.

YORICK (CONT’D)
It gives one pause.

BRUTA
(suddenly)

Fear not, Mr. Bolingbrooke.  
Conscience does make cowards of us 
all.

Yorick and Rosalind jump out of their skins.  Yorick drops 
the crowbar which causes another explosion of noise in the 
church, that causes all four of them to jump and shush one 
another.

Detective Goodstuff bolts for the church doors and puts his 
ear to them to listen more closely.
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YORICK
(loud, angry whisper)

Where the devil did you come from?

BELLA
(whispering)

We know what you’re up to.  You’re 
about to rob this poor man’s grave.

YORICK
(forgets to whisper)

A baseless accusation!  
(whispers)

We’re merely actors paying respects 
to the world’s greatest dramatist.

Detective Goodstuff walks the back perimeter of the church 
and looks through windows to see what he can see.  

BRUTA
(in Yorick’s face)

Truth be told.  You are after 
Shakespeare’s burial treasure.  I 
suspect he was a very rich man at 
the time of his death.  Big ticket 
seller he was.  So, let us not be 
equivocal, but negotiate the terms.

(beat)
I’ll help shift that stone.  We’ll 
split the profits.

Yorick nods.

ROSALIND
We will have no part in it. 
There’s a curse.

BRUTA
Well, we can’t read, can we?  A 
kind of a circumstantial blessing 
if I may call it that.  But, I did 
listen closely to your reading of 
it, Sir.  Not a bad first try.  
Enough for me to get the gist.  So, 
I have a few thoughts for you to 
consider...

Rosalind looks at Yorick and shakes her head to say they 
shouldn’t.

YORICK
All right.  Tell us.
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BRUTA
Think nothing of the so-called 
curse, M’lady.  First off, it’s 
hokumpokum.  This day and age we 
pay no mind to superstition.  
Second, you see, even if it were an 
active type of curse, we will, in 
fact, spare the stones.  All will 
be left intact, as it is and was 
and evermore shall be.

BELLA
Amen.

YORICK
(to Rosalind)

He makes a good point or two.

BRUTA
And he says, right here “cursed be 
he”.  Now, this could refer to a 
man already cursed, not to a person 
about to be cursed.

BELLA
Are you sure Shakespeare wrote 
this?  He’s playing a bit fast and 
loose with his tenses ain’t he?

BRUTA
(as a Barrister)

Last point I should like to make, 
good friends, he says his curse 
will apply if you move his bones.  
Two things: first, we are only 
after gold, silver, jewels, coin of 
the realm, and such like.  No bones 
required.

ROSALIND
Actually, we only want his skull.

BELLA
Cor blimey!

ROSALIND
It is a gift for our father.  We 
mean to give the devil his due.

YORICK
Say no more, sister.
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BRUTA
Easily done.  We will happily take 
the rest. 

YORICK
I for one do not wish to take the 
chance of being cursed.  So, I 
think it best to take nothing, just 
go our separate ways. 

BRUTA
Sir.  I only wish to say that Mr. 
Shakespeare, when he uses the word 
“move” as in “move my bones” may 
have meant in the emotional sense, 
not the physical.  So, all you have 
to do is keep your actor’s gifts in 
check and not say anything that 
emotionally disturbs the poor man.

Yorick strokes his chin while pondering.

YORICK
(decisively)

Then, sir, we will be partners.  
Together we will lift this stone.  
But, we, that is to say, once it’s 
up, we will take the skull first.  
That is all we want.

BRUTA
(spitting on his hand)

Deal.

Yorick is not happy to shake a spit upon hand but does.

Grunting, the two men pry open the tomb top and slide the top 
end toward one side.  Yorick gets down on his belly and 
strains as he reaches for Shakespeare’s cobwebby skull.  Once 
he has it he stands and holds it up to the candle light.

ROSALIND
Father will be pleased.

YORICK
Our future is secure.

(to Bella)
We’ll be off then.  May our paths 
never cross again.

Yorick, juggling the skull in one hand, uses the other to  
hand Bella the crowbar, which is quite heavy for her.  Bruta 
lays down on the floor by the tomb and likewise reaches in.
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YORICK (CONT’D)
Adieu!

Yorick and Rosalind leave through the vestry, putting the 
skull in a sack as they leave. 

BRUTA
Give me the candle, love.  Let’s 
see what glitters down here.

Still holding the crowbar, Bella hands Bruta the candle.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
There’s nothing but bones down 
here!  We’ve been tricked!  

Bella takes a quick step toward the tomb so she can kneel 
down and look herself but she drops the crowbar on the stone 
and again, a humongous noise spreads throughout the church.

Hearing the noise, Detective Goodstuff quickly pulls open the 
door and enters.  

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Who’s there!  Stand to!  This is 
the police.
Oh, will this bloody pursuit never 
cease?

Bruta and Bella stand up and momentarily face Detective 
Goodstuff.  Then suddenly, they too bolt for the vestry with 
Detective Goodstuff in hot pursuit, blowing his whistle.

SCENE 9

EXT.-STRATFORD ON AVON - TRAIN PLATFORM - NEXT MORNING

Detective Goodstuff has Bruta and Bella, linked together in 
handcuffs, in custody.  Goodstuff also holds the crowbar - 
his evidence.  They await the train to London.

Yorick and Rosalind, with Yorick again loaded down with 
suitcases and a sack containing the skull, enter the 
platform.

Yorick stops at some distance from Goodstuff and the Figuras, 
but Rosalind casts flirtatious glances in Goodstuff’s 
direction which cause Goodstuff to preen a bit.  Momentarily, 
she makes her way toward Goodstuff.
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BELLA
There’s your proper thieves, Mr. 
Goodstuff.  We was just in the 
wrong place at the wrong time.

BRUTA
(to Bella confidentially)

Now, now, m’love.  Honour among 
thieves, even them who was acting 
as such. No snitchin’.

ROSALIND
(flirty)

Detective Goodstuff.  Good morning.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(doffing his hat)

Good morning Mrs. Bolingbrooke.

BELLA
Missus, my kingdom come.  She’s his 
sister.  Ain’t ya, darlin’?

ROSALIND
(twisting the wedding ring 
on her finger)

As I told you, Detective, it is 
true that we are more like brother 
and sister not husband and wife.

(beat)
And what have these two been up to, 
Detective?

Goodstuff steps closer to Rosalind and for a more 
confidential discussion.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(to Rosalind)

Will you seriously be leaving him 
upon your return to London?

ROSALIND
Oh yes.  We did what had to be done 
here in Stratford.  We are 
reconciled to put an end to our 
marriage.  All is tranquil.

While Rosalind and Detective Goodstuff give one another 
googlyeyes, Bruta inches closer to Detective Goodstuff.  
Bored, Yorick sits on his suitcase.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
You’ll look me up?
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Bruta picks Goodstuff’s pocket for the handcuff key and backs 
away.  He undoes the handcuffs while Detective Goodstuff and 
Rosalind talk.  

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Your address...er...

ROSALIND
Rosalind, dear heart.  Rosalind.  

While Rosalind writes her address on a piece of paper she 
draws from her bag, Bruta and Bella sneak away and exit.  
Yorick sees what is going on and waves frantically at 
Detective Goodstuff.

YORICK
I say! Detective!

ROSALIND
Pay no mind.  You know what they 
say.  Jealousy is the green-eyed 
monster.

YORICK
(loudly)

Detective!  I say!

Yorick stands and gestures at Goodstuff who finally realizes 
what is going on.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Damn, they’ve scarpered again!

He starts to run after Bruta and Bella but turns back to 
Rosalind.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
London?

ROSALIND
London!

Detective Goodstuff exits in a hurry.

YORICK
The skull of William Shakespeare’s 
in the bag,
Like the arresting officer she’ll 
soon snag.

Yorick and Rosalind board the train and exit to the chugging 
and whistles of their departing train.
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SCENE 10

INT./EXT. - LONDON - LORD CODPIECES'S RECEPTION ROOM - AND 
THE STREET OUTSIDE - AFTERNOON

Calpernia paces the room.

CALPERNIA
All their lives they have been 
failures.  Who wouldn’t place a bet 
on them to fail at this?  Damn 
them!

(beat)
But, I won’t fail either.

The door bell rings.  She goes to let them in.  She ushers 
Rosalind and Yorick, carrying Shakespeare’s skull in a sack, 
into the reception room.

YORICK
Ah.... No father?  Porquois?

ROSALIND
Is he all right?

CALPERNIA
He is not well.  Not at all.

Rosalind starts in the direction of the stairs.  Calpernia 
blocks her.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
He’s sleeping.  It’s a do not 
disturb situation.

YORICK
We wish to present the prize.  The 
prize of prizes. The priceless 
prize. 

ROSALIND
She is not happy that her wild 
goose chase produced a goose.

CALPERNIA
Gloat if you must, but you should 
know two things.  First, your 
father and I will be married two 
days hence.  Here in this room 
before these bony witnesses...

Calpernia grabs the sack from Yorick.
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CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
...including Shakespeare himself.

She pulls the skull from the sack and puts it on the mantle 
in a place of pride.

ROSALIND
Married?  He cannot make it up the 
aisle.

CALPERNIA
The Archbishop himself will bless 
the union in this very room.

YORICK
You said two things.  What is the 
second.

CALPERNIA
Ah.  Well, a certain Detective 
Goodstuff of the Scotland Yard will 
be paying a visit.  Momentarily.

ROSALIND
(excited)

Detective Goodstuff?

YORICK
At the wedding?

CALPERNIA
No.  No.  He will be here 
momentarily.

(beat)
Un momento per favore.

Calpernia leaves the room.  Rosalind looks out the window.

On the street outside the mansion, Detective Goodstuff 
approaches reading a piece of paper as though looking for the 
right address.

ROSALIND
He’s there.  I shall let him in?

Yorick pulls her away from the window and pulls the drapes 
shut and shushes her.  Calpernia returns carrying two fat 
envelopes.

CALPERNIA
Give these a second thought, why 
don’t you?  For your perusal.

(MORE)
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He knows about your madcap 
adventures in Stratford and how you 
dexterously severed that holy 
object from the skeletal remains of 
William Shakespeare.

She hands Yorick the envelopes.

CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
Let us call it poetic injustice, 
shall we?

Rosalind comes to Yorick’s side and reads the papers.  
Yorick’s jaw is open.

ROSALIND
Steamer tickets.

YORICK
Money?

CALPERNIA
Yes.  One way to America and your 
stake in a new life, far, far away.  
If you are frugal, that is.

ROSALIND
America?

YORICK
We are prepared to compromise.

CALPERNIA
I think not.

YORICK
This is a cold-blooded attempt to 
disinherit us.

Goodstuff rings the doorbell. 

ROSALIND
Hah!  Detective Goodstuff loves me!

CALPERNIA
I assure you.  He is English.  Duty 
comes before love.  But, if you 
think I’m wrong...

Calpernia leaves to answer the door, but turns and speaks 
again.

CALPERNIA (CONT'D)
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CALPERNIA (CONT’D)
The ship leaves Liverpool at first 
light the day after tomorrow.

She leaves again.

ROSALIND
(weighing in her hands)

America?  Jail?  America?  Jail.

The door bell rings.

YORICK
Might it not be better than...?

ROSALIND
I can’t do jail.

YORICK
We’d better hurry.

They exit quickly through the rear.

CALPERNIA (O.S.)
Detective Goodstuff.  This way 
please.  Your prisoners await.

Yorick runs back into the room and grabs Shakespeare’s skull.

YORICK
Put a curse on me will you, you 
bastard!  You’re coming to the 
colonies.

Yorick exits.  Calpernia and Detective Goodstuff enter.  She 
picks up the empty sack and waves it under his nose.

CALPERNIA
It looks like they’ve given you the 
slip, Detective - and they’ve taken 
Shakespeare’s skull with them.  I 
think there was a hint of.... Ah, 
yes, now I know what I overhead 
them say.  They’ve beetled off to 
Liverpool.

The detective dashes out the front door and looks down the 
street in both directions while Calpernia looks on through 
the window.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
This courtship could not be going 
worse.

(MORE)
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My true love’s a woman whose caught 
the curse.

Exit Detective Goodstuff in one direction.  Exit Calpernia 
laughing in another.

SCENE 11

EXT.- LIVERPOOL DOCKS - A FOGGY DAWN

Yorick with suitcases, and the skull in a sack, runs toward 
the gang plank with Rosalind a few yards behind.  They cast 
glances behind as they run.  The sound of a ship’s horn 
sounds.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (O.S.)
Miss Rosalind, wait up...

Enter Detective Goodstuff who catches up with her just as she 
is about to step on the gang plank.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
Stop.  Miss Rosalind please.

Yorick comes down to the half way point of the gang plank.

YORICK
Rosalind, you can make it!

Goodstuff puts his hand on her shoulders and makes her stop.

YORICK (CONT’D)
For goodness’ sake!

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
He’s not your husband.  He’s 
your...

ROSALIND
...brother.  Yes, it’s true.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Yes, I know all about it from that 
awful gossip who has accused you 
and Yorick - come down, sir! - 
of... 

ROSALIND
Accused you of a horrible crime.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (CONT'D)
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DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(taking her hand gently)

Even if it’s true, you might be 
acquitted at trial.

ROSALIND
What?

He moves closer to her.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
And if you should you be found 
guilty...

ROSALIND
I can’t go to jail.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
But you see, I love you.  I will 
wait for you.

YORICK
Rosalind, come!

ROSALIND
You really love me?

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Why yes, yes I do, dear heart.

ROSALIND
Then...you must let me go.

YORICK
(calling out)

Bit of a cliche that...

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(confidentially to 
Rosalind)

We’ll say it was all your brother’s 
doing.

The ship’s whistle blows again.

YORICK
Make up your mind, Rosalind.  
Ship’s sailing.  America or jail?

Rosalind cannot decide.
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ROSALIND
(using her hands as a 
balance again)

Jail?  America?  America?  Jail?

She draws close to Detective Goodstuff.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
You must let me go.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
I can’t.

ROSALIND
You must.

The ship’s whistle blows again.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
You must. 

She pulls away from him and steps up the gangplank.  She 
bounds up to Yorick and takes one last look at Goodstuff and 
blows him a very big kiss that he catches and puts on his 
lips.  Goodstuff is ineffably saddened.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
I’ll write you everyday.

(beat)
Well, at least once a week!  I 
promise!

(beat)
Until you return...

Yorick exits into the ship.  Detective Goodstuff exits, 
dejected.  Rosalind pauses at the top of the gang plank then 
turns and watches Detective Goodstuff walk away.  She waves 
faintheartedly in his direction.

ROSALIND
Am I aroused when I watch that dick 
recede,
Or are those feelings I should not 
misread? 

INTERMISSION
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SCENE 12

INT.- BOSTON - THE FIGURA’S ROSEDALE MANSION - 3 YEARS LATER

Bella Figura, hair and makeup done just right, wearing a 
beautiful dress, enters the foyer scolding her much put upon 
maid.  She still speaks Cockney.

BELLA
And look at this.  Flowers just 
stuck in a jar with no sense of 
arrangement.  Things must be just 
so for Mr. Figura.  Like this.

(she rearranges the 
flowers)

And I do not think you properly 
disinfected the chamber pots.  I 
caught a whiff of fecal matter when 
you was brushing out my hair this 
morning...

MAID
Fecal...? Beg your pardon ma’am, 
but...

BELLA
Poop, dear woman.  Poop.

MAID
Shit you mean?  Right.  Got it.  
Mental note to self.  No more smell 
of shit.

Enter Bruta with an ivory tipped cane, in a top hat and 
expensive business suit with cravat, gold watch chain across 
his midsection, happy and excited.  He gives the hat and cane 
to the maid who exits with it, doing a little soft shoe as 
she goes.

BRUTA
Bella!   There you are my dear 
wife!

He picks her up and swings her around. When he puts her down 
she nearly stumbles from dizziness.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
Three years of dastardly hard work, 
but we did it.

BELLA
They bought?
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BRUTA
Hook, line and sinker.  They took 
the business off our hands right 
down to the last apostrophe.  Oh, 
it was a grand moment to scrawl my 
X on the papers.  

BELLA
So, we’re...?

BRUTA
Stinking rich!

He makes a move to pick her up and twirl her again, but she 
backs away.

BELLA
What’s next, then?  A bit of 
travel?  See the world?

BRUTA
Yes.  Yes.  Wherever our 
imagination dares to take us.  But 
first, Bella, first, we must find a 
way to give back to this country 
for it was this country that 
allowed us to rise so far above our 
station.

The maid enters carrying a large wooden spoon and wearing a 
dirty apron and a scullery cap.

MAID
Lunch be ready, ma’am and sir.

She exits.

BELLA
We’ll take our kidney punch in the 
solarium.

BRUTA
Then, my love, I shall have you for 
dessert.
There are some appetites one cannot 
skirt.

They exit with him chasing her while she giggles and snorts.
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SCENE 13

INT.- BOSTON - YORICK’S SMALL APARTMENT - 6PM

A table and two chairs, a shabby sofa, a small mantle over a 
fake fireplace upon which Shakespeare’s skull sits below a 
mirror.

Enter Yorick wearing a sagging fedora, and a well-used cloth 
coat over a threadbare suit.  He removes his battered fedora 
and puts it on a coat hook.  He is tired and depressed.  He 
remembers that his flask is in his coat pocket so he rummages 
for it and takes a long pull.

He paces and fiddles with things around the apartment then 
comes to stop at a window overlooking the street below where 
he stands disconsolately looking out.  

YORICK
Oh, Boston.  Oh, you grid of doom.  
Oh, you red bricked, squat-built, 
dull-avenued...

(He warms to the occasion)
Oh, Boston, you slush-guttered, 
snow-buried, wind-bitten... 

Presently, Rosalind knocks at Yorick’s door.  Not getting an 
answer, she enters, also wearing an old cape, but also a 
winged nurses cap.  She sees Yorick, and doffs her outer 
wear, revealing a nurses uniform.

YORICK (CONT’D)
...coal-sooted, lake-lapped 
Presbyterian backwater.  You...

ROSALIND
Still feeling a little low are we?

Yorick fumbles the flask but manages to pocket it.

YORICK
I am lower than low.  I am flapjack 
low.  I am molasses sluggish.  I am 
cheddar cheese constipated.  I am 
potatoed, and oatmealed and 
buttermilked, I am sausage-
skittled,  pig-baconed and brown-
beaned to near death.

ROSALIND
As you have been these last three 
years.
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YORICK
We should have done our time in an 
English jail.  We’d be out by now, 
Rosalind, strutting our stuff in 
the West End.  Anyway, how are you?  
All well?

ROSALIND
(brightly)

I had another letter from Detective 
Goodstuff.

YORICK
How tiresome.  Why don’t you just 
give him the elbow?

ROSALIND
No harm done.  He’s a widower you 
know.  Very lonely.  So, I just 
offer a little encouragement and 
hope is all.

He looks at her incredulously.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
He wants me to come back.  Can you 
imagine?  Me, a Detective’s wife?

YORICK
(picking up Shakespeare’s 
skull)

Well, we can’t go back can we?  
Father’s dead and Calpernia made 
sure there’s nothing for us.  

(holding up the skull)
Cursed by this man, and deservedly 
so.

Rosalind grabs the skull out of Yorick’s hands and places it 
back on the mantle.

ROSALIND
Selling ties, hats and spats to 
fashionable stockbrokers may not be 
your metier, but it does pay the 
bills.  Now, because I am your very 
loving sister who cares very deeply 
for your soul, I have volunteered 
you for a performance.

YORICK
Whatever are you talking about?
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ROSALIND
A Mrs. Scottisplay - a very rich 
woman - is backing a fund-raising 
show for the hospital.  I’ll be 
singing.

YORICK
Oh, dear.

ROSALIND
And you’ll do a recitation.  Don’t 
say no.  

YORICK
You want me to waste my talents on 
a melange of middlebrow moustaches 
and beaver muffs?

ROSALIND
I knew you would make me grovel at 
your Olympian feet.  So, “Yes” has 
been said on your behalf already.  
Dr. Jongleur, a surgeon with whom I 
have developed a certain 
familiarity, will juggle his balls 
for one and all and his wife, also 
a nurse, will jiggle.  She’s ex 
Bolshoi, and she will do her best 
to get en pointe, she promises.

Yorick walks to the mantle and looks Shakespeare in the eye.

YORICK
Well, we’re a long way from home, 
Willy.  Maybe we should.

ROSALIND
It will do you good to cheer you 
up, brother.  Now, let’s go get a 
bite of something to eat.  I’ll 
stand you to it.

The put on their coats and hats and exit.

SCENE 14

INT.- LONDON - DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF’S FLAT - EVENING

Detective Goodstuff enters smoking a pipe while carrying a 
pad of paper and a pencil.  He is composing a letter to 
Rosalind.
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DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Yes.  I think...it does have the 
right kind of rhythm, but given 
current circumstances, 
geographically speaking, it is not 
correct, for my purposes.

From the east to western Ind,
No jewel is like Rosalind.

Make east west and west east, that 
solves that problem.

Her worth, being mounted on the 
wind,
Through all the world bears 
Rosalind.

It is slightly suggestive.  But, it 
is inarguable.

All the pictures fairest lined
Are but black to Rosalind.

She does have a pale complexion...

Let no fair be kept in mind
But the fair of Rosalind.

Think, think, Goodstuff.  If you 
were to receive this from a woman 
as besotted and lonely as you are, 
would it be as you like it?

(beat)
Yes.  I think it would be.  Have 
courage, Goodstuff!  The faint- 
hearted never ever won such a fair 
lady.

He puts the paper down, folds it and stuffs it into an 
envelope.  He looks at his watch quickly, grabbing his hat 
and coat.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
Time enough to make last post.

Exit Detective Goodstuff.
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SCENE 15

INT.- THEATER - BACKSTAGE LOUNGE - 8PM

Yorick, carrying Shakespeare’s skull and wearing ill-fitting 
tux and Rosalind, in a dress much past its prime, await their 
time to appear on stage.  Rosalind is practicing scales in 
one part of the room.  Yorick is emoting and gesturing in 
another.  Crowd noises emanate from the ballroom.

Enter Mrs. Scottisplay with Bruta and Bella, all in finery.

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY
Greetings artistes!  Please do 
attend on me and our guests.

Yorick and Rosalind cease their practice and walk toward Mrs. 
Scottisplay.  Rosalind quickly recognizes Bruta and Bella and 
is astonished.

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY (CONT’D)
Ah!  Well, it seems you know one 
another.

YORICK
We are not at all sure.  Are we?

Yorick, Rosalind, and Bruta and Bella circle one another 
until Bruta finally stops.

BRUTA
We are old acquaintances, Mrs. 
Scottisplay.  We had no idea Mr. 
Yorick and Miss Rosalind were in 
America.

ROSALIND
Three years.

BELLA
Us too, more or less.  Well, ain’t 
that a miracle!

YORICK
It seems we have been beached on 
the same shore.

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY
Where are Dr. Jongleur and his 
wife.  Also a nurse, yes.
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ROSALIND
Vilya Domeova, Mrs. Scottisplay.  
Last minute surgery, but they will 
be here very shortly.  I’m sure of 
it.

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY
So be it.  Mr. and Mrs. Figura are 
very generous benefactors.  As a 
special treat I thought they should 
meet the performers.

BRUTA
(pointing at the skull)

Is that...?

Yorick’s first instinct is to hide the skull behind his back.

YORICK
Just a prop...I, erm, I will be 
reciting a scene from Hamlet.

BELLA
I’ve been doing a little reading 
since taking on a life of leisure.  
So, might I presume, sir, that you 
are doing the Yorick scene from 
Hamlet?

YORICK
Er...well, yes, as it happens.

(pulling the skull around 
in front)

Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, 
Horatio, a fellow of infinite 
jest...of most excellent fancy. 

BELLA
...of most excellent fancy.  Yeah, 
that’s right.  Oh, the excitement 
of hearing it from the lips of a 
professional!  It’s different than 
reading it from a book, now ain’t 
it?

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY
It surely is, Mrs. Figura.

BRUTA
So, without sounding a pedant, let 
me get this right.  

(taking the skull from 
Yorick)

(MORE)
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In the play, this is Yorick’s 
skull.

Yorick nods.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
But in life, this is the skull 
of...

Yorick nods.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
So, you’ll be Yorick playing Hamlet 
talking to the dead Yorick but... 

Yorick nods.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
...you’ll holding the real skull of 
a once living person - let’s call 
him The Creator - who’s name, for 
present purposes, shall go 
unmentioned.

Rosalind and Yorick nod.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
So, this is what you might call a 
theatrical irony.  I have to hand 
it to you, Sir, you are a man ahead 
of his time.

Yorick takes back the skull.  The sound of applause emanates 
from the theater.

BELLA
He’s not a stupid man, right?  No, 
not my Bruta.  Made us rich, he 
did.  Very smart.  Very smart.

MRS. SCOTTISPLAY
(to Yorick)

I believe the next curtain call is 
yours, Sir.

Yorick exits with a flourish to the stage, holding 
Shakespeare’s skull like it’s a ten pin bowling ball.

BRUTA
I can’t miss this.

Bella, Bruta and Mrs. Scottisplay exit to the auditorium. 

BRUTA (CONT'D)
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As they exit, enter DR. JONGLEUR, speaking with a French 
accent, and his wife, the quite plump, VILYA DOMEOVA, who 
speaks with a heavy Russian accent.  Jongleur is wearing a 
bloodied doctor’s smock and Vilya Domeova’s nurses uniform is 
also bloody.  Dr. Jongleur is carrying three juggling balls 
in his hands.

DR. JONGLEUR
(familiarly)

Ah, Nurse Rosalind.  Please forgive 
us.  The surgery went longer than 
expected.  

He kisses Rosalind’s hands and gives her a knowing look. 
Clearly they know one another well.  Vilya Domeova picks up 
on the over familiarity and keeps a suspicious eye on her 
husband and Rosalind.

VILYA DOMEOVA
I told him not to rush it.  Scalpel 
he said.  It’s sharp, I said.  Be 
careful, I said.  But, nooooo....  
His mind was far, far away.

DR. JONGLEUR
I was thinking about my 
performance.  But, in truth, I 
think he would have died anyway.  
But, accidents will be accidents.

ROSALIND
My brother, Yorick, is on stage 
now.  I believe you are up next, 
Dr. Jongleur.  Then I will sing, 
and Vilya  Domeova, you will dance.

DR. JONGLEUR
Ah!  Well.  We took the precaution 
of wearing our costumes beneath our 
costumes.

Dr. Jongleur and Vilya Domeova take off their bloody clothes.  
She wears a dance costume with tutu, and he is wearing 
juggler’s tights. Rosalind is turned on by the site of the 
tights on Dr. Jongleur’s body, which displays a large bulge 
in his crotch.

As he is taking off his outer clothes he drops he balls he 
has been carrying. Rosalind scurries to capture the balls and 
finally gets them all.  She takes them to the doctor.
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ROSALIND
(looking at his crotch 
intently)

Your balls, Doctor.

Rosalind hands Dr. Jongleur the balls.  VILYA DOMEOVA shoots 
a withering glance at Rosalind.

Enter Yorick, exhausted and nearly weeping after his 
performance.  Applause again emanates from the theater.

VILYA DOMEOVA
Oh, dear.  A weeping thespian.

ROSALIND
Dr. Jongleur and his wife Vilya 
Domeova.

Yorick shakes Jongleur’s hand and kisses Vilya’s.

YORICK
Forgive me.  An actor doing his 
first performance of Hamlet will 
always be...emotional.

(to Vilya Domeova)
The applause has subsided Vilya.  I 
believe the breathless silence is 
your cue.

She perks up and tip-toes her way to the stage entrance and 
exits.

ROSALIND
You should change, Yorick.

YORICK
Back into ordinary.  Yes, I must 
submit again to his continuing 
curse.  Damn you Shakespeare!

Yorick exits carrying the skull.

DR. JONGLEUR
We are alone at last, Rosalind, ma 
cherie.

Still holding his balls he attempts to embrace and kiss her.  
She stands back.

ROSALIND
You have not told her yet.
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DR. JONGLEUR
Should I be so cruel, ma petite 
citrouille? No, it is impossible.  
But, to kiss you now, this is 
possible.

Rosalind relents and they kiss.

ROSALIND
We have time for an...

(whispering)
...uplifting experience.

Rosalind drags Dr. Jongleur, holding his juggling balls, 
behind the curtain.

DR. JONGLEUR (O .S.)
(urgently)

Ma chatte, I love amour against 
these walls
But, I must insist you hold my 
balls.

SCENE 16

EXT.- BOSTON - STREET OUTSIDE THEATER - LATER

Bruta and Bella enter walking arm in arm after the night of 
theater.

BRUTA
Did you ever see such a thing!  
Yorick was...was....

BELLA
I sat in amazement.  And 
Rosalind...

BRUTA
Sang her ode...like...

BELLA
Like something had got into her...

BRUTA
Deeply. Yes!

BELLA
And who knew that Dr. Jongleur 
could use his hands like that...
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BRUTA 
Or that his wife...

BELLA
Heavy as she is...

BRUTA
Could get almost to her tippy-
toes...

Bruta stops dead in his tracks.  There is a longish pause.

BELLA
What my love?

(beat)
Oh, oh.  You have that look in your 
eyes.

BRUTA
I know what we must do, Bella. To 
give back...

BELLA
Tell me!

BRUTA
We must give our beloved America 
some culture.  Give them theater.  
Real theater!

(beat)
We will give them Shakespeare!  I 
will be his champion!

(beat)
Come, my love, there is no time to 
waste.

They exit.

SCENE 17

EXT.- PUNKSEYDOODLES CORNERS - OUTSIDE THEATER - MORNING

Enter Rosalind and Yorick from stage left and Dr. Jongleur 
and Vilya Domeova from stage right all walking toward center 
stage in front of the new theater above which there is a sign 
“Shakespeare Theater Corp., Punkseydoodles Corners”.  The 
sign has a logo incorporating a graphic of Shakespeare’s 
skull

Rosalind, who seems depressed, has eyes for Dr. Jongleur who 
is trying not to acknowledge her.  
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Vilya Domeova casts evil glances Rosalind’s way.  Yorick is 
oblivious to the fractious love triangle around him.

YORICK
It is an impressive restoration, I 
will grant that to Mr. and Mrs. 
Figura.  They have spared no 
expense.  But...

Rosalind has turned away and looks sadly into the distance.

YORICK (CONT’D)
...in all seriousness I don’t know 
how all of this is supposed to 
work.  I am, let it be said, the 
only trained actor among us.  My 
father, you known, was regarded as 
the epitome of Shakespearian acting 
in his time, and naturally, his 
blood courses in my veins.

VILYA DOMEOVA
And in your sister too, I can tell 
you!

Rosalind steps further away and casts a depressed look over 
her shoulder in the direction of Dr. Jongleur who buffs his 
nails.

Yorick walks to Rosalind.

YORICK
(to Rosalind)

Rosalind, my dear, sister.  I can 
see you are unhappy.

She takes another step away.

YORICK (CONT’D)
You are love sick aren’t you?  I 
suppose your Detective Goodstuff is 
still pestering you with impossible 
demands.  

ROSALIND
Yes, he still writes often, but 
that’s not it.

YORICK
You must make the break, tell him 
to stop writing.  Let’s just get on 
with our new lives here.  Who 
knows, maybe Bruta is onto 
something here.
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ROSALIND
(confidentially to Yorick)

It’s Dr. Jongleur.  I cannot tell 
when he is just acting or speaking 
with honest conviction.

YORICK
Jongleur!  An amateur performance 
by its nature is designed to 
dishearten a pro like you.  As good 
luck would have it, I can teach him 
- and his stupid, cow-like wife - 
and I say that affectionately - how 
to act.  By the time I’m finished 
you will never know when he is 
deceiving you.

Rosalind bursts into tears away, sobbing into her 
handkerchief, leaving Yorick exasperated.

Bella enters with loud enthusiasm.

BELLA
Ah, here you all are!  Finally, I 
can take you in and show you the 
theater.  Now, I am sorry that 
Bruta could not be here, but he had 
to go to London on urgent business. 
He will not be here for the entire 
run of Othello. 

YORICK
I thought he was done with 
business?

BELLA
He still has interests to protect, 
of course he do.  But, I am here as 
eyes and ears.

(beat)
Oh, Yorick you will be a majestic 
Moor.  So full of swagger. And Dr. 
Longleur, you are the very idea of 
Iago.  I - ago? Eee-ago?  Whatever.  
Pure evil you, Dr. Longleur, all 
sly manipulations. 

(calling to Rosalind)
Come Desdemona.  Lustrous 
Desdemona.

(to Vilya Domeova)
And the hard done by, Emilia, oh 
you will bring a buxom charm to 
her, Vilya Domeova.  

(MORE)
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So, let us go inside and swing from 
the chandelier newly hung, all of 
us landing on our feet together on 
the newly timbered floor.  Tonight 
we open at last!

(to Rosalind, Dr. Jongleur 
and Vilya Domeova)

You three go ahead.  I must have a 
word with Yorick, the lodestar in 
our firmament.

Exit Rosalind, Dr. Jongleur and Vilya Domeova who hustles the 
doctor as far from Rosalind as she can.

YORICK
Bruta and you have done a good 
thing here.  Very good.

BELLA
But?

YORICK
I wish to address the possibility 
of doing plays other than 
Shakespeare.  In addition to, I 
mean...local fare.

BELLA
Well, that wouldn’t be right would 
it, Yorick.  I mean, our chain of 
theaters is going up under the very 
name we see there.  A quick glance 
suggests it does not reference 
anyone other than Mr. Shakespeare.

YORICK
No, but...

BELLA
Now, more importantly.  As you 
know, I have become better friends 
with your sister, whom you can for 
yourself is down in the proverbial 
dumps.  A matter of unrequited 
love, if I am not mistaken.

YORICK
Misplaced love, yes.

BELLA
Now, as you have had the courage to 
address me most obsequiously - did 
I get that word right? 

BELLA (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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- as I understand it, for quite 
some time now, Rosalind has  
carried on a long distance 
relationship with a certain 
acquaintance of ours.

YORICK
Detective Goodstuff.

BELLA
Now, Yorick, you were not the only 
one cursed by removing 
Shakespeare’s head bone from the 
rest of him, Rosalind has suffered 
too.  So, I just wanted you to 
know, the fix is in.  Bruta himself 
has gone to London and he will put 
paid to this long distance 
nonsense, for nothing must come in 
the way of our success.

YORICK
How will he deal with Detective 
Goodstuff?

BELLA
Let’s just say, money talks.  I 
hope that puts your mind at rest, 
because once the curtain rises, all 
is on you.

(beat)
C’mon, let’s go in.

Bella exits into the theater

YORICK
The gust of wind that well-spent 
money makes,
Let’s ducks take wing and drowns 
the decoy drakes.

Exit Yorick into the theater.

SCENE 18

INT.- LONDON - HOTEL LOBBY - MORNING

Bruta, dressed sharply in business attire sits in a lobby 
chair reading a paper.  Enter Detective Goodstuff who wanders 
around looking for someone while checking his watch.

BELLA (CONT'D)
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When he’s had enough he begins to exit.  Bruta puts the paper 
aside and stands.

BRUTA
Detective Goodstuff.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Were you the one who summoned me?

BRUTA
I was.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
What is your business, Sir?

Bruta looks at Goodstuff intently and then speaks. 

BRUTA
(broad Cockney accent)

I have a great deal of business to 
do in London town, your honour, but 
you’re definitely on my list.

Suddenly Goodstuff recognizes Bruta.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
It’s you!

BRUTA
Indeed it is.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Come to turn yourself in Figura?

BRUTA
Come to lay a barefaced bribe on 
you, Detective.  

Goodstuff steps back, and expresses great offence.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
You are corresponding with a 
certain female actress across the 
seas in whom I myself have 
considerable interest.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
You don’t mean...?
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BRUTA
I have come to London town to put a 
stop to all this backing and 
forthing, this to-ing and fro-ing 
betwixt and between you two. I mean 
to put an end to her discontent.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Are you saying Rosalind’s in love 
with you?

BRUTA
What!  How dare you, Sir?  I am in 
love with my sweet Bella.  Thick 
and thin.  Sickness and health and 
all that folderol. I know that my 
love for her is the be all and end 
all.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
In that case, I will continue to 
communicate my affections to Miss 
Rosalind.  Eventually, she will be 
persuaded to return home.

BRUTA
Well, yours is a torture I aim to 
put an end to this very night.

Bruta pulls out a fat envelope full of cash.  Goodstuff 
quickly opens and gasps when he sees the money.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
(dropping the Cockney)

My ship sails for America tonight.  
Your answer, sir.  Bated breath and 
all that.

Goodstuff sticks the envelope in his coat pocket, then looks 
shamefully at his feet.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(looking at Figura)

Every man has his price, Figura.  
I’ll take this and do your bidding.

They shake hands.  Exit Bruta.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF (CONT’D)
Thank God in heaven.  A new chance 
at life.
Love at a distance causes too much 
strife.
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Exit Detective Goodstuff.

SCENE 19

INT.- PUNKSEYDOODLE CORNERS - THEATER - GREEN ROOM

Enter the cast in costume, Yorick in blackface as Othello 
carrying a knife, Rosalind as Desdemona, Dr. Jongleur as 
Iago, and Vilya Domeova as Emilia, all ecstatic except Yorick 
who is pensive.

YORICK
A serviceable Iago, Dr. Jongleur.  
I congratulate you.  And Vilya 
Domeova, complimenti a tu.  You 
actually made yourself look 
attractive.  One always thought of 
Emilia as a beauty.  But, you have 
given women everywhere new hope.  
And, my dear, dear sister, you were 
indisputably superb as a dying 
Desdemona.

(brandishing a dagger)
Never flinching at the knife.

ROSALIND
What you mean is, my dear brother, 
the scene gives you a long, long 
time to ramble on.  Gawd, I want to 
get up and have breakfast, then a 
shit and a smoke before you finally 
get ‘round to killing me. 

Vilya Domeova begins to steam as she listens to the others.

YORICK
But oh, your sweet utterances as we 
approached the climax of the scene.

DR. JONGLEUR
Nothing fake about it!

VILYA DOMEOVA
Enough!  My god.  Iago indeed!  
Liar, schemer, betrayer.  You think 
I don’t know what goes on between 
you two?  Is is obscene!

YORICK
What are you saying?
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Vilya Domeova goes off in a huff just as Bella enters, 
applauding the actors as she arrives.

BELLA
(concerned)

Is she OK?

DR. JONGLEUR
(quoting Iago from 
Othello)

What an eye she has! methinks it 
sounds a parley of provocation.

Dr. Jongleur bows then takes after his wife and exits.

BELLA
Eh?

YORICK
She’s seen something she doesn’t 
like.  Harsh words to follow.

BELLA
Bit of a marital spat, then?  After 
a triumph like you all had tonight?

YORICK
(eyes on Rosalind)

Seems he may be.... doing another 
woman.

BELLA
Where does he find the time? 

(beat)
Well, as I said, a closing night 
triumph. Bruta would be proud of 
all of you, yes he would indeed.

YORICK
I was thinking, Mrs. Figura...and I 
think my sister would agree.

BELLA
Oh, dear...

YORICK
That the audience seemed a bit 
mystified as to the goings on.

BELLA
Part of the charm of the play, I’ve 
always been led to believe.  

(MORE)
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Throw all the words in the world at 
them, put a little bit of a rhyme 
scheme on them, gin up the 
villainy, and bedazzle the people.  
In the end, they’ll figure it out, 
right?  I mean, smothering a woman 
with a pillow, that’s a universal 
language right there.

YORICK
Yes, but, if we are..

ROSALIND
...going to do Shakespeare.  
Perhaps we could make it, oh, 
what’s the word...more...

YORICK
Accessible.  That’s a word that 
could come in handy in our trade.

BELLA
Now, let’s not ruin a good thing, 
right. Already discussed.  End of.  
Bruta returns in two weeks, just in 
time for the opening of Hamlet at 
our new Orillia theater hard on the 
shores of lovely Lake Couchiching.

Yorick strolls away, despondent and deep in thought.

YORICK
(to himself)

We must win over these Americans...

BELLA
(ignoring Yorick, speaking 
to Rosalind)

As to you my dear, your deathless 
Desdemona shall be rewarded.

ROSALIND
Oh.  Do tell.

BELLA
You shall have it soon enough.  
Now, let’s all go off for a drink, 
or two or three.  Yorick?

YORICK
(lost in thought)

I’ll join you in a nonce.

Bella and Rosalind exit.

BELLA (CONT'D)
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Yorick walks around the room, frustrated, angry and comically 
dramatic.

YORICK (CONT’D)
Othello.  You have cursed us all, 
William Shakespeare.  So, dreary.  
So, caked with convolution.  Not 
just for we poor actors.  Think of 
the poor tired farmer and his wife.  
The lumber man.  The miner.  The 
shopkeepers!

(beat)
Let’s lighten it up.  Play it for 
laughs?  Spoken in the American 
tongue.  Nothing wrong with that.  
And, no one’s ever done it before!

(beat)
Innovation.  That should be the 
credo of our American theater. 

Yorick strikes a pose and clears his throat.  He stops, then 
throws Othello’s knife so it sticks in the floor, then 
resumes his pose.  He speaks with a broad “American” accent.

YORICK (CONT’D)
(grabbing his crotch)

Behold, I have a weapon;
A better never did itself sustain
Upon a soldier's thigh: I have seen 
the day...

(crooks his finger)
That, with this little arm and this 
good sword,

(points at his crotch)
I have made my way through more 
impediments 
Than twenty times your stop: but, O 
vain boast!

(beat)
They’d string me up in London, but 
the American men who were dragged 
into this theater by their 
churchgoing women will spit skim 
milk through their nostrils if I 
read them right.  But, the first 
laugh’s just a teaser, right? 

(resuming his actor 
stance)

Who can control his fate? 'tis not 
so now.

(thrusting his pelvis 
forward)

Be not afraid, though you do see me 
weapon'd.

(MORE)
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(beat)
The men will stand me drinks galore 
in the Punkseydoodles Corners pub.

(imitating a slow talking 
American farmer)

Thank you, Sir, and bless your 
insurrection.
I’ll vote for you come the next 
election.

He pulls the knife from the floor then rushes off stage to 
catch up to the others.

SCENE 20

INT.- ORILLIA - HOTEL - EVENING

Enter Bella, dressed in an opening night gown, hair up, make 
up on.  She is engrossed in a newspaper.  Bruta sneaks in 
while her back is turned toward him.

BRUTA
Sold out again. It’s becoming a 
foregone conclusion.

Bruta coughs.  Bella wheels around, sees Bruta and runs 
toward him.  He gathers her up and swings her around a few 
times then puts her down. She stumbles and nearly falls 
again.

BELLA
Hello my love.

BRUTA
(kissing her all over her 
face)

My darling, my darling.  Never 
again will I be away from you so 
long.

BELLA
Parting is such sweet sorrow.  Not!

BRUTA
Never again, dear heart. But, at 
least now we can say goodbye to all 
our yesterdays.

BELLA
You got it done then?

YORICK (CONT’D)
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BRUTA
I did.

BELLA
Good, because we are approaching a 
state of riot and mutiny.

BRUTA
How so, Bella? 

BELLA
Seems Dr. Jongleur is a cad and 
Vilya Domeova is contemplating his 
assassination, or at the very least 
a neutering.

BRUTA
No!?

BELLA
It’s so.  And fair Rosalind is 
consumed by the fire of unrequited 
passion, Bruta.  She’s near crazy 
with the need of a man.  To wit, 
her Desdemona was unnecessarily 
cheerless, and now, in Hamlet, her 
Gertrude is far more bitter and 
angry than is called for.  She 
needs a shot of something to calm 
her down.

BRUTA
Aye.  But, no more ink on paper.

BELLA
And then there’s Yorick...

BRUTA
Yorick?

BELLA
He’s messing about with the words 
of The Bard himself.  He wants 
night to be day and day night.  
Calm weather should be a storm 
instead.  Lovers should come to 
blows.  Enemies should kiss and 
make-up.  He would make crying 
laughter.

BRUTA
No!
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BELLA
Yes, Bruta.  And laughter crying.  
Can you imagine such a world?  It’s 
all topsy-turvey. 

BRUTA
It’s his vaulting ambition, Bella.  
But, not just that.  He’s putting 
the hairy eyeball back on 
Shakespeare himself.  Curse in 
reverse.  But, by god, by night’s 
end everyone of them will be set 
straight.

BELLA
You’ve got a plan in motion, then.

BRUTA
They must not pop the vision in my 
head.
So, their grander appetites must be 
fed.

They don cloaks and exit to the theater.

SCENE 21

INT.- ORILLIA - GREEN ROOM - 8 PM

Enter Yorick (Hamlet) carrying Shakespeare’s skull and 
Rosalind (buxom and sexy as Gertrude) followed by Vilya 
Domeova (plain and dumpy as Ophelia) and behind her as though 
she is protecting him, Dr. Jongleur in a hat, as Claudius, 
all in costume.  All actors will try to speak “American”.

Rosalind’s eyes are fixed on Dr. Jongleur with desperate 
hope.  Vilya Domeova’s are on Rosalind with brimming anger.

YORICK
So, you all have it, right?  We’ll 
speak American tonight.  Breathe 
some air and pour some light into 
Hamlet.

DR. JONGLEUR
Une version bilingue?

From this point on, all the actors except Dr. Jongleur speak 
without any English accent - speaking broad “American.  
Jongleur affects a French accent.
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YORICK
(to Rosalind)

Let us lift the curse of 
Shakespeare from our shoulders.

Vilya Domeova has lost her moorings - and this scene should 
be modelled on Ophelia’s mad scene in Hamlet.

VILYA DOMEOVA
Oh, shut it, Yorick.  It’s all make 
believe isn’t it, your acting!
You’re teeth are too long to play 
mad-boy Hamlet.

(to Rosalind)
You’re too much the slut to put a 
mother’s voice in Gertrude’s mouth.

(to Dr. Jongleur)
And you my husband.  My husband!  
My husband.

(she drops to her knees at 
his feet)

How should I your true love know 
from another one?

(she grabs his crotch and 
points at Rosalind)

By his cockle hat and staff.

Yorick is very uncomfortable with the display of emotion.

YORICK
Ah, one moment?  I have a scene to 
play.

Yorick puts the skull in Rosalind’s hands and exits to the 
stage.

ROSALIND
(to Dr. Jongleur)

She’s mad!

DR. JONGLEUR
Oui!  Elle est folle.  But, just a 
titch more than normal.

VILYA DOMEOVA
(confronting Rosalind)

Did you say something?  Just 
listen!

(pointing behind her at 
Dr. Jongleur)

He is dead and gone, lady.  Dead 
and gone.

(she runs to Dr. Jongleur 
and grabs his hair)S

(MORE)
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His hair is a patch of grass.
(she stomps his foot and 
causes him to howl)

And at his heels a stone.

Enter Yorick alarmed that Vilya Domeova is still railing.

YORICK
Pretty lady...how?

VILYA DOMEOVA
Well, I was a baker’s daughter.  
Was a nurse.  Now an actress.

(singing)
So, I know what I am, but not what 
I may be.

(she slips off her wedding 
ring and sticks it under 
Dr. Jongleur’s nose).

Rosalind clears her throat to get Dr. Jongleur’s attention 
because they have a scene on stage.  

VILYA DOMEOVA (CONT’D)
(she pulls Dr. Jongleur a 
few feet away by the 
nose)

Tomorrow is St. Valentines Day...

Rosalind beckons to Dr. Jongleur to go with her to do their 
scene on stage.  He manages to escape his wife.

VILYA DOMEOVA (CONT’D)
(calling after him)

...and in the early morning, I’m a 
maid...

(she sucks in her belly 
and cinches her waist)

...below your window waiting to be 
your Valentine.

YORICK
Did you actually see something 
happen between them?   Really, 
Vilya Domeova, I shouldn’t be 
making false accusations if I were 
you.  Evidence?

VILYA DOMEOVA
Then up he rose and donned his 
clothes...

(using her finger to show 
a rising erection)

VILYA DOMEOVA (CONT'D)
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And opened the door to the room, 
and let Rosalind in, and she’s 
never left.

YORICK
I have a scene with your husband 
coming up...and...

VILYA DOMEOVA
Hang on, I’ll end it soon.  
Promise.

Rosalind and Dr. Jongleur enter.  All but Yorick and Dr. 
Jongleur move further and further upstage.

YORICK
(to Dr. Jongleur)

I believe your wife, Jongleur.  You 
are a cad and a coward, Sir.  You 
have laid poor Rosalind down, but 
cut the heart out of your poor 
wife.

Exit Yorick to the theater.

VILYA DOMEOVA
By the name of Jesus and St. 
Charity.  What a shame!  By cock 
they are to blame.

Rosalind feigns disgust.  For this next bit, Vilya Domeova 
goes first to Rosalind and speaks on her behalf to Dr. 
Jongleur.

VILYA DOMEOVA (CONT’D)
(as Rosalind)

Before you tumbled me you promised 
to marry me.

(standing next to Dr. 
Jongleur speaking back to 
Rosalind)

I would have married you, I swear, 
if you hadn’t gone to bed with me.

YORICK
(to Rosalind)

I take it...she is not quite so mad 
as she would make one think?

DR. JONGLEUR
(anxious to get away)

Yorick, our scene by the grave.

VILYA DOMEOVA (CONT'D)
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Dr. Jongleur pulls an ancient wool blanket over him holding 
the skull underneath.  He also grabs a shovel.  He and Yorick 
come downstage to do the graveyard scene from Hamlet, while 
Rosalind and Vilya Domeova stand with their backs to one 
another, arms crossed, both angry and despondent.  The lights 
go down on them as Yorick and Dr. Jongleur do their scene.

DR. JONGLEUR (CONT’D)
(as the Gravedigger, 
finding a skull)

This skull has lain in the earth 
three and twenty years.

YORICK
(as Hamlet)

Whose was it?

DR. JONGLEUR
This skull, sir, was Yorick’s 
skull, the king’s jester. 

Hamlet takes the skull.

YORICK
(as Hamlet, but full of 
self-pity Yorick wonders 
aloud what has happened 
to himself)

Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, 
Doctor, a fellow of infinite jest, 
of most excellent fancy. He hath 
borne me on his back a thousand 
times, and now, how abhorred in my 
imagination it is! My gorge rises 
at it. Where be your gibes now? 
Your gambols? Your songs?

Yorick goes completely off script now.

YORICK (CONT’D)
(holding up Shakespeare’s 
skull)

You have cursed me!  Stuck me here 
in a world of pretenders.  I am 
sorry to have moved your bones 
Shakespeare.  It was a tragic 
mistake.

DR. JONGLEUR
(totally confused - loud 
whisper)

Those words were not the words of  
Shakespeare?  Are they American?
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YORICK
A real man must make his choices...

DR. JONGLEUR
Horatio...

YORICK
Jongleur!  Walk in the forest of 
truth or live in a swamp of lies.  
True love or forever loneliness, 
Doctor.  Life or death. 

DR. JONGLEUR
My lord?

Yorick pulls the shovel out of Dr. Jongleur’s hands and 
stalks him on the stage, threatening him with a beating.

YORICK
Make up your mind, Jongleur, or I 
shall bury you as Yorick is buried -  
under a blanket of dirt.

DR. JONGLEUR
What?

YORICK
Rosalind or your wife?

DR. JONGLEUR
(loud declaration to the 
audience)

Rosalind!

YORICK
There, you see, Dr. Jongleur...

(holding up the skull to 
the audience and working 
the jaws of the skull as 
if ventriloquizing)

The one rule for life: To thine own 
self be true!
That’s the actor’s paradox through- 
and-through.

Fade to black to uproarious audience applause.  All exit.
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Scene 22

INT.- ORILLIA - THEATER GREEN ROOM

Enter Bruta, and Bella, who carries a tray with glasses and a 
bottle of champagne, and Detective Goodstuff who carries a 
large bouquet of flowers.  Bella puts the tray down on a 
table.

Bella struggles to speak English without a Cockney accent.

BRUTA
Dr. Jongleur is scraping off his 
makeup but, no doubt, will join us 
soon. 

BELLA
I don’t think so, Bruta.  He’s 
hiding from his wife who everyone 
thinks has gone quite mad.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
You said Rosalind has no idea I’m 
here.  You don’t think my 
appearance here will be too much a 
shock for her?

BRUTA
(with delight)

It will knock her right off her 
feet.

(beat)
Oh, oh, oh, I think I hear them 
coming.

Noises off, then Yorick, carrying the skull, Rosalind enter, 
ebullient and energized, followed by Vilya Domeova, exhausted 
by her ravings.  Detective Goodstuff hides his face behind 
the bouquet he carries.  Bella kisses Yorick and Bruta kisses 
Rosalind and then Vilya Domeova.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
Wonderful.  Wonderful.  Wonderful.

(to Yorick)
I think you may have gone off 
script for awhile Yorick, but 
understandable in the 
circumstances.  But the accents, 
Yorick?  I couldn’t understand a 
word.  We’ll discuss privately.

(beat)
Ah, Rosalind, a very subtle 
Gertrude were you not.  Now...

(MORE)
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(pointing to the flowers)
...your reward as Bella promised.

ROSALIND
Flowers!  How very kind of you 
Bruta.

Bruta looks at her like he didn’t understand what she says.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
(restating in “American”)

The flowers. I like ‘em, right.

She walks to Detective Goodstuff and takes the flowers out of 
his hands then without looking at his face puts her face in 
the blossoms and takes an extraordinary whiff.  

BELLA
(to Bruta, struggling to 
speak “American”)

Know what?  I think we should at 
least try to speak local.  Don’t 
you.

BRUTA
Over my dead... 

When she lifts her face up, she sees Goodstuff looking at her 
intently.

ROSALIND
(shocked and floored)

Aggggggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhh!

Everyone jumps when she shrieks and sends the flowers flying. 
She runs behind Yorick who let’s her hide while he decides 
what to do.

YORICK
Detective Goodstuff...erm....

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
No longer, Yorick.  I could wait no 
longer for dear Rosalind to return 
to England.  I have thrown all away 
to be here with her.

(moving toward Rosalind)
Come, my darling.  Do not be 
afraid.

BELLA
Try American, Detective.  right?

BRUTA (CONT’D)
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VILYA DOMEOVA
(to Dr. Jongleur)

This!  This is faithfulness and 
fidelity.  This is the mystical and 
sacred bond of true love.  Let no 
man put it asunder!

BELLA
(mystified)

What is going on here?

YORICK
Better tell him, Rosalind.  Be 
brave.

Rosalind comes out from behind her brother.

ROSALIND
(tentatively)

The truth is, Detective 
Goodstuff...and Vilya.... The truth 
is, I am madly in love with Dr. 
Jongleur and he with me.

VILYA DOMEOVA
Aggggggggggghhhhh...She said it out 
loud!  All is lost!

ROSALIND
And he with me...

VILYA DOMEOVA
(collapsing into Detective 
Goodstuff’s arms)

Agggggggggghhhhhhhhh.......

ROSALIND
We are leaving tonight, together.

A car horn beep-beeps.

ROSALIND (CONT’D)
He awaits me now.  Me, you see.  
Not Desdemona.  Not Gertrude.  Not 
Beatrice.  Not Bianca.  Not 
Cordelia, not Cressida...

YORICK
I think we have the picture...

ROSALIND
...but Rosalind.
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DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(irritated and frustrated)

I have come all this way for you. 
To America!

BRUTA
Methinks, I have miscalculated.  
Let me put it this way in a 
language you’ll understand.

(attempts American)
My money has been misspent.

Rosalind picks up a flower and walks to Detective Goodstuff.

ROSALIND
(to Detective Goodstuff)

I am truly sorry, Detective.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(angry, raising his hand)

I should cuff you...

ROSALIND
But, you won’t.  You are too good a 
man.  To good a man for me.

YORICK
Cliché... 

VILYA DOMEOVA
She prefers a lecher...

YORICK
Touché...

BRUTA
But, we have another opening night, 
just two weeks hence.

BELLA
In Stratford, m’love.

BRUTA
We’re doing... er...

YORICK
Caeser....  Julius Caeser.  I 
shall, of course, play Antony.

ROSALIND
Fear not.  We shall be back.  Our 
assignation is but a rehearsal to 
see if all of this drama is worth 
it.
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Yorick picks up the skull and holds it with both hands in 
front of him and speaks as he wanders away.

YORICK
Friends, Romans...

(to the audience)
Countrymen!

Rosalind kisses Detective Goodstuff on the forehead and 
exits.  Detective Goodstuff walks dejectedly away and pulls a 
hanky into which he delicately sobs when his back is to the 
others.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
(sadly)

I too have been cursed...

BRUTA
(to Bella)

Don’t let them get away with the 
costumes.  Corporate property.

BELLA
Right.

She exits in a hurry after Rosalind.  Vilya Domeova walks to 
Detective Goodstuff.

VILYA DOMEOVA
There.  There.  You poor man.  I am 
a nurse.

Detective Goodstuff turns to face her.

DETECTIVE GOODSTUFF
Good, dear lady, for I have been 
cut to the quick.

She reaches her hands out to him and he takes them in his.

VILYA DOMEOVA
I have just the medicine for people 
sick at heart.

(to Detective Goodstuff)
Let us go enjoy a stiff one, then 
we...you...can rest.

Vilya Domeova and Detective Goodstuff exit arm-in-arm.

BRUTA
Mortar and pestle. Put one in the 
other and do the grindy-grind.  
It’s a universal panacea.
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YORICK
Well, well.  I suppose, all things 
considered, all’s well that ends 
well.

BRUTA
(becoming business-like)

That, my dear Yorick, is a fantasy.  
Let us talk reality.

(beat)
Now, as you know, my son, I have 
invested heavily in our scheme 
because theater has become my 
addiction.  Recruited the best 
available talent, did the chain jup 
right, spent a ton of money on 
advertising.

Yorick, sensing a long talk, tucks the skull under his 
armpit.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
I was not the first to realize the 
desperate need for culture in this 
country. God knows the Americans 
have their libraries, and book 
clubs and amateur nights, and 
dolorous little salons.... But I 
could saw the benefits of bringing 
my business skills to the task 
of...

YORICK
Raising the game?

BRUTA
Exactly!  But, it was not until 
your very happy appearance on these 
shores - a man of indisputable 
genius - that the biggest idea of 
my entire career, criminal and non-
criminal alike, burst into my mind.

Bruta takes the skull from Yorick.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
Build it and they will come goes 
the old adage.  A chain of theaters 
dedicated to Shakespeare himself.  
Instant culture!  By god, Yorick, 
do you see it!

YORICK
Well, I, erm....  I had thought...
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BRUTA
Oh, I know you want to do something 
American.  But, don’t be silly.

(holding up the skull)
Shakespeare said everything there 
is to say!  Together, Yorick, we 
can drive out the competition. 
Stomp on any American playwright 
who dares to take us on.  The sheer 
economics of our system will make 
it almost impossible for other 
theaters to take root here.

Yorick takes back the skull.

YORICK
But, you have forgotten, Bruta.

Yorick holds the skull up in front of him above his head.

BRUTA
I have forgotten nothing!

YORICK
The curse, Bruta, the curse!

BRUTA
It is but a bone, Yorick.  You are 
not cursed.  You have been blessed.  
You have outdone your father.  You 
have become the greatest 
Shakespearian actor of all time.  
Well, at least on this side of the 
water. Bugger your father, Yorick. 
You have the common touch.

Bruta takes Yorick’s head in both hands.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
It is your thick skull that will be 
remembered.

Yorick is now beaming with pride.

BRUTA (CONT’D)
So, let us drink to our future 
success.

Bruta quickly goes to the table with the champagne and pours 
two glasses.  He hands one to Yorick and keeps one to 
himself.  Now, Yorick with his chest puffed out and Bruta 
like the cock of the walk he is, raise their glasses.
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BRUTA (CONT’D)
To you, dear Yorick.

YORICK
Et tu, Bruta!

They both turn to the audience, as Yorick lofts the skull, 
and say at once...

BRUTA AND YORICK
And to you, dear friends, a toast:
To Shakespeare’s curse and to his 
ghost!

FADE TO BLACK

CURTAIN CALL: Yorick and Bruta welcome Rosalind and Bella.  
Calpernia pushes Lord Codpiece out to join them.  Once they 
are together, with Lord Codpiece still sitting, the feign a 
boy.  Then Lord Codpiece stands and he and Calpernia shed 
their costumes to reveal themselves as Jongleur and Domeova.
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